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I

PREFACE

The Heritage trail from below tells the story of making visible the intangible heritage stories at St. Eustatius in the
Golden Rock Heritage Trail design. This Masters thesis is part of the Tourism Master Plan for sustainable tourism
development at St. Eustatius by Alterra.
This thesis is the final project of the Master Landscape Architecture at Wageningen University and has been a
great learning process for me. In the first place of going abroad and dealing with whole different circumstances
than you would encounter in the Netherlands that made it a challenge. Dealing with different plant - and tree
species in design, a different climate and more extreme conditions than we are used to in the Netherlands. In the
second place of writing a large report on my own that contains what I learnt the past couple of years.
I want to thank Rene Henkens for giving me the opportunity of going to St. Eustatius for writing my Masters
thesis part of the Tourism Master Plan and thanks to Marlies Brinkhuijsen for enthusiastically guiding me
through the first part of this thesis: the proposal and the fieldwork. I want to thank my supervisor Ingrid
Duchhart for supervising me through the further thesis process and for giving me new insights and inspiration.
Special thanks to Walter Hellebrand, monuments director of the St. Eustatius Monuments Foundation for his
valuable input in this thesis by showing me the heritage at St. Eustatius and telling me about the history of Statia,
but also about the present state of mind of the island. I want to thank the people of Statia for their input in my
research and my nice stay on the island. Last but not least I want to thank my fellow students and parents for
their support during writing my thesis.

Marieke van Zuiden
July 2016
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II

SUMMARY
Worldwide heritage management focuses on tangible heritage, which also applies to heritage trail design.
However, besides tangible heritage, incorporating intangible heritage in heritage management is important for
maintaining community identity and has great social significance (Pocock et al. 2015; Byrne et al. 2001).
In the Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius plans are described for making a heritage trail
that aims at developing tourism at the island by showing the tangible heritage remains to the tourist. These
tangible remains are also seen as being part of the identity of the island (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010).
The tangible heritage local people do not relate to, and do not see as their identity, which is a conclusion from
previous research (Leonardi 2016). This thesis aims to find a different approach to designing the Golden Rock
Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius incorporating intangible heritage.
The notions identity and tangible and intangible heritage are translated to the landscape narrative research
method that is used for finding the intangible heritage underlying the Golden Rock Heritage Trail through
interviewing local people and historical experts.
Local people do not relate to the tangible remains, but are attached to their personal memories of the past,
experiences and current use attached to the places of the Golden Rock Heritage Trail. Many intangible heritage
stories were collected and a new place of importance arose. Historical experts mostly relate to the stories attached
to the tangible remains of the Golden Rock past.
The design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail lets the visitor experience the intangible heritage stories by giving
the possibility to step into the footsteps of the intangible heritage stories that are made visible through spatial
design. Besides intangible heritage stories the tangible remains are also incorporated in the trail by giving
information on the history of that specific place.
Maintaining community identity requires incorporating intangible heritage in heritage trail design which is
possible through a landscape narrative approach based design making visible intangible heritage resulting
in the heritage trail from below from a bottom-up, local-people centred approach. This is different from the
Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail that encompasses the main focus on tangible heritage. The approach
to heritage trail design proposed in this research tries to actively contribute to maintaining community identity
by making visible intangible stories which appeared to be more important to local people and more part of their
identity than the stories attached to the tangible remains.
However, the tangible remains are also important in heritage management. Steps to take in implementation are
protecting and maintaining existing remains, implementing the route for accessibility and execute place designs
that may contribute to maintaining local community identity and tourism development at St. Eustatius.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 STATING THE PROBLEM
1.1.1 TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

Worldwide heritage management focuses on tangible heritage (Pocock et al. 2015; Byrne et al. 2001; Robertson
2012). What about the role of intangible heritage in heritage management?
Tangible heritage are the ‘monuments, groups of buildings and sites’ according to the definition of UNESCO
(1972) that provide a tangible link to the past that they evoke and are the traces in the landscape that remind us
of the past. Besides tangible heritage, also intangible heritage is part of the overall notion of heritage. Intangible
heritage are the practices, representations, knowledge and skills associated with communities, groups and
individuals that can be linked to a specific place, or being more general (UNESCO 2003).
According to Pocock et al. taking care of intangible heritage appears to be critical for effective heritage
management (2015). Incorporating intangible heritage in heritage management is important for maintaining
community identity and has great social significance (Pocock et al. 2015; Byrne et al. 2001).
However, the main procedure in today’s heritage management is to first focus on heritage sites, and then identify
the associated values that comprise its significance (called the ‘sites before stories’ procedure (Pocock et al.
2015)). In this procedure, the intangible values that are not related to tangible heritage, are neglected.
1.1.2 HERITAGE MANAGEMENT IN HERITAGE TRAILS

Also in heritage trail design and management today the focus is on tangible heritage. The heritage trail
worldwide is dealing with heritage management, and mostly incorporating the tangible heritage elements for
visitor experience as becomes clear from the different sources that define the heritage trail (Hayes & Macleod
2006; Yee 2009; Galt 1995).
Hayes and Macleod define the heritage trail as “a means of organizing the visitor experience by providing a
purposeful, interpreted route that can be followed by foot, by car, bicycle or horseback and that draws on the
natural or cultural heritage of an area to provide an educational experience that will enhance visitor enjoyment”
(2006, p.48). The heritage trail has become a worldwide accepted way to show the history of an area, the cultural
and natural heritage and to enhance tourism development or local economy (Yee 2009). Moreover the heritage
trail is seen to service tourism by putting the tourists’ experience in front in an established route linking
significant items of an area’s heritage (Galt 1995).
In overall heritage trail design, this same procedure of ‘sites before stories’ is used. The procedure is to first mark
the interesting heritage sites and to secondly draw a route that connects these sites of interest.
1.1.3 GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL, ST. EUSTATIUS

This worldwide situation of focusing on tangible heritage in heritage management and in heritage trail design is
also the case at the island St. Eustatius, situated in the Caribbean (former Dutch Antilles) located next to Saba,
St. Maarten and St. Kitts (see figure 1.1). At St. Eustatius plans are made for developing a heritage trail, called the
Golden Rock Heritage Trail, by Walter Hellebrand of the Monuments Foundation of the island.
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As a result, the Golden Rock Heritage Trail will also be using the
tangible heritage of St. Eustatius as a starting point for heritage trail
design.
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in heritage trail design is the Tourism Master Plan for sustainable
development of tourism at St. Eustatius. This project is part of
the TripleP@Sea project of Wageningen UR, focused on the
development of ecosystem services in three different showcases; the
Arctic, the multifunctional use of platforms in the North Sea and the
biodiversity of the Caribbean part of the Netherlands, St. Eustatius.
For St. Eustatius the context is to economically develop the island
together with the maintenance and development of the ecosystems.
Also tourism is an important pillar in this research. This means that
the research described in this research should also serve tourism
development purposes.
The Tourism Master Plan consists of different studies from within
the fields of anthropology, economy, ecology and tourism studies,
but together focused on the sustainable development of tourism. The

FIGURE 1.3 - TANGIBLE HERITAGE AT ST. EUSTATIUS
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research described in this report builds on the research that is also part of the Tourism Master Plan conducted by
Carlo Leonardi to the practice, politics and landscape narratives of heritage trail making at St. Eustatius, focused
on the Golden Rock Heritage Trail (2016). In this research the context of implementation of the heritage trail
regarding the different stakeholders at the island is elaborated. Proposed is to use intangible heritage in heritage
trail design for preventing stories that matter getting lost through time. This sets the context of the research
described in this report that will further elaborate on the heritage trail regarding the spatial design.
1.2.1 TOURISM AS AN IMPORTANT ECONOMIC PILLAR

It is important to set the context of the research described in this report regarding tourism development
purposes of St. Eustatius. St. Eustatius aims at developing tourism that focuses on a different type of tourism
besides the already existing important economic pillar of diving tourism (see figure 1.4). Using identity as a
point of departure is important for future tourism developments (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010).
Tourism is an important economic pillar for St. Eustatius, together with the oiltransshipment (NuStar Energy)
and government services (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010; Investment Guide). Economic sub-sectors are
education, the harbor and other limited commercial activities (Investment Guide).
Within tourism, the diving tourism sector is the primay tourism sector for St. Eustatius (Van de Kerkhof et al.
2014b). In the Lonely Planet diving at St. Eustatius is described as a unique experience; “reef dives, seahorses,
colonial trading shipwrecks, giant octopuses, stingrays, barracudas, coral, lobster, tropical fish... the list could go
on forever. Statia’s diving is regarded as among the best in the Caribbean” (Miller et al. 2005, p.459).
SUN, SEA, SAND

The island sees in tourism a great economic potential, but, the case is that St. Eustatius has to find different
forms of tourism than the typical sun, sea, sand of which the Caribbean region is very good known. St. Eustatius
barely has beaches, and those beaches will not lure the tourist who is looking for this holiday combination. “No
one visits Statia for its beaches, which can’t compare with those of other islands in the Caribbean and are few in
number” (Miller et al. 2005, p.459).
“Tourism is one of the main areas of focus in diversifying the economy of Statia. The development of small
and medium-size businesses also will be encouraged and facilitated to support and add value to the tourism
sector. The protection and conservation of the island’s marine life, flora and fauna and heritage assets is also
fundamental to development” (Investment guide).
This means that within tourism development plans,
and in the case of the research described in this
report, heritage, should be protected and taken
care of in a proper way. Also the adding of small
to medium size businesses is encouraged by the
existing plans, this means that this can also be taken
into consideration as being part of the heritage trail
development.
IDENTITY ST. EUSTATIUS AND TOURISM

One point of focus of St. Eustatius for tourism
development is the use of identity. The heritage
sites that are mentioned in the heritage trail plans
for St. Eustatius are mentioned as being part of the
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FIGURE 1.4 - DIVING TOURISM AT ST. EUSTATIUS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
ECONOMIC PILLAR

‘identity’ of the island (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010).
The identity of St. Eustatius is, as described in the Sint Eustatius Strategic Development Plan, it's authenticity and
local culture, it's pureness and peacefulness, the many cultural heritage sites, the natural landscapes, flora and
fauna, diving sites and it's small size. These are also called the 'unique identifying qualities'. “Statia’s development
is the development of these unique identifying qualities: to strengthen and protect them and use their full
potential for the island’s well-being, now and in the future” (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010, p.7).
There is stated that tourism has great economic potential; Statia’s ‘unique heritage’ and ‘beautiful town and
landscape’ are trump cards that are not yet played for developing tourism (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al.
2010). Moreover there is stated the identity of the island must be used as a point of departure for future
developments; “in order to make St. Eustatius more interesting for tourists, history and heritage of the island can
be strengthened: recreate and enrich the historical decor. Historic monuments, valuable characteristic buildings
and archaeological valuable elements are interesting in this context” (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010,
p.17). “Heritage and archaeological remains contribute to Statia’s identity and offer opportunities for creating a
historical image as a tourist asset” (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010, p.43).
Focusing on identity is a common and known strategy for tourism development in the Caribbean area like is
stated in the tourism development plans for the neighbouring islands Anguilla, Barbados, Dominica, Montserrat
and Saba (Halcrow and CHL Consulting 2011; Strategic Solutions Inc. Dr. Kerry Hall for Ministry of Tourism
2012; Caribbean Development Bank and CHL Consulting 2006; CHL Consulting 2012; CHL Consulting 2011).
Identity and diversification is important amongst the Caribbean islands according to Nelson who states efforts
on creating greater diversification in the Caribbean tourism product, “would highlight the diversity on and
between islands to encourage existing tourists to return to the region on future holidays, as well as appeal to new
markets in which potential tourists may be unaware of what the islands have to offer beyond the beach” (2010,
p.177). Moreover Brinkhuijsen (2008) states emphasizing on regional or local identity may be a key to succes.
Based on the statement of the Sint Eustatius Strategic Development Plan the decision is made to use the word
‘identity’ as a basis for heritage trail design, since this is seen as an important strategy for the island and may be
interesting to use in heritage trail design.

1.3 KNOWLEDGE GAP
In heritage trail design knowledge in incorporating tangible heritage is good represented, however incorporating
intangible heritage in heritage trail design has still not been properly addressed.
This research to incorporating intangible heritage in heritage trail design aims to find new knowledge in how
to incorporate intangible heritage in heritage trail design, within the context of tourism development purposes
and using identity as a starting point.

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE
The social significance of this research is to incorporate intangible heritage that may lead to maintaining
community identity. The significance for the academic field of landscape architecture is to explore the role of
landscape architecture in making visible intangible heritage in heritage trail design.
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2

RESEARCH DESIGN

In this chapter the theoretical framework and methods will be elaborated. The theoretical framework aims at
deepening the notions tangible and intangible heritage and identity to find a way to unite and translate these
notions to a method for researching them. The methods are described in the second section of this chapter.

2.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Tangible and intangible heritage appear to be part of identity related to local communities and place. From the
perspective of place these notions can be united because they are place-bound. These can be translated to the
landscape narrative notion where events, characters and settings are bound to place (see figure 2.3).
2.1.1 HERITAGE: TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE (1)

In the introduction the definitions tangible and
intangible heritage were introduced. In this elaboration
on the notions of heritage, first the official definitions of
heritage by UNESCO should be known (see figure 2.1).
In the time the cultural heritage definition was
formulated by UNESCO, intangible heritage was not
yet included in the definition of cultural heritage.
Ahmad states “since the Venice Charter 1964, the scope
of heritage has broadened from a concern for physical
heritage such as historic monuments and buildings to
groups of buildings, historic urban and rural centres,
historic gardens and to non-physical heritage including
environments, social factors and, lately, intangible
values” (2006, pp.293-294).
What is remarkable in this definition of heritage, is that
in the definition of intangible heritage, the link to the
people; communities, groups and individuals, is made,
while on the other hand, in the definition of tangible

CULTURAL HERITAGE
“Monuments: architectural works, works of monumental
sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations
of features, which are of outstanding universal value from the
point of view of history, art or science;
Groups of buildings: groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their architecture, their homogeneity
or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal
value from the point of view of history, art or science;
Sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and of
man, and areas including archaeological sites which are of
outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic,
ethnological or anthropological points of view”
(UNESCO 1972, cited in Ahmad 2006, p.295)

heritage, this link is not made. In that definition the
importance of heritage for science, history and art is the
focus. According to Pocock et al. “intangible heritage
extends the range of heritage considered significant,
both in terms of regional representation and types
of heritage practices and expressions” (2015, p.964).
According to Robertson this “collection of frequently
overlooked, less tangible and unsanctioned aspects of

INTANGIBLE HERITAGE
“Practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills,
instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated
with communities, groups and individuals”
(UNESCO 2003, cited in Ahmad 2006, p.297).

our cultural heritage like articles about songs, living
memory, oral history, stories, beliefs, perceptions and
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FIGURE 2.1 - UNESCO DEFINITIONS OF TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

STARTING POINT: USE IDENTITY ST. EUSTATIUS
(Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2011)

PLACE-RELATED IDENTITY
(Lalli 1992)

PLACE IDENTITY
Physical components + meaning/association developed
between people and place
(Wang and Chen 2015)
Cognitions like “memories, ideas, feelings, attitudes, values,
preferences, meanings, and conceptions of behavior and
experience which relate to the variety and complexity of
physical settings that define the day-to-day existence of every
human being”
(Proshansky et al. 1983, p.59)
“Place identity answers the question-Who am I?-by
countering-Where am I? or Where do I belong? From a social
psychological perspective, place identities are thought to arise
because places, as bounded locales imbued with personal,
social, and cultural meanings, provide a significant
framework in which identity is constructed, maintained, and
transformed”
(Cuba and Hummon 1993, p.112)

LANDSCAPE IDENTITY
Genius loci/sense of place
(Brinkhuijsen 2007)
“The perceived uniqueness of a place”
(Stobbelaar and Pedroli 2011, p.322)
Spatial landscape identity-existential landscape identity
(Stobbelaar and Pedroli 2011)

LANDSCAPE
"The landscape is perceived and understood from the
point of view of the relationship between man (society)
and the space observed"
(Enache & Craciun 2013, p.310)

“Place-identity can be defined as consisting of
cognitions of those physical settings and parts of the physical
environment, in or with which an individual-consciously or
unconsciously-regulates his experience of maintaining his
sense of self ”
(Korpela 1989, p.245)

GENUS LOCI/SENSE OF PLACE
Landscape identity
(Brinkhuijsen 2007)

SPACE/PLACE

"Sense of place can be described as a compilation of
meanings, knowledge, attachment, commitment and
satisfaction that an individual or group associates
with a particular place"
(Wang and Chen 2015, p.18)
Human-place bonding: sense of place, rootedness,
insidedness, environmental embeddedness
(Kyle et al. 2004)
Human-place bonding: three components: affect,
cognition, practice.
(Low and Altman 1992)
“The affective component is most often reflected in
emotional attachments to place, whereas the
cognitive component concerns thoughts, knowledge,
and beliefs related to place”
(Kyle et al. 2004, p.439)

PEOPLE-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION
(Devine-Wright and Clayton 2010; Devine-Wright and Lyons 1997; Dixon and Durrheim 2000; Cuba and Hummon 1993; Jorgenson et al. 2006; Korpela 1989; Proshansky et al. 1983;
Twigger-Ross and Uzzell 1996; Uzzell et al. 2002; Wang and Chen 2015; Wheeler 2014; Brinkhuijsen 2007; Stobbelaar and Pedroli 2011; Wang and Chen 2015; Kyle et al. 2004; Low and Altman
1992; Shamai 1991)

FIGURE 2.2 - THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK IDENTITY: PEOPLE-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION

experiences that relate to particular heritage places or structures” are called ‘heritage from below’ (Rappoport
2014, p.111; Robertson 2012).
In this definition intangible heritage consists of a collection of all the stories, memories and experience of people
at a certain place, related to heritage places. Byrne et al. 2001 see heritage as a social action. They state “the
involvement of local people in efforts to record and conserve their heritage may be seen as a factor in building
and maintaining strong, functional communities" (Byrne et al. 2001, p.143).
2.1.2 IDENTITY (2)

The Strategic Development Plan describes identity’ as the wanted base for future tourism developments. How can
identity be defined, and what is the relation between identity and heritage?
The Sint Eustatius Strategic Development Plan defines identity as ‘unique identifying qualities’. Statements are
made about the island what makes the island special and differing from other islands. Since the identity is
the identity of an island, a place in the world, the identity can be defined as place-related identity (Lalli 1992).
Looking to notions and definitions of place-related identity, there are several ways to define identity (see figure
2.2). Devine-Wright & Clayton define identity as a complex topic; “at its core it refers to some way of describing
or conceptualizing the self, which may incorporate personal roles and attributes, membership in social groups
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FIGURE 2.3 - THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE HERITAGE, IDENTITY AND THE RELATION TO PLACE, THAT CAN BE
TRANSLATED TO THE LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE THEORY

or categories, and connections to geographical locations” (Devine-Wright and Clayton 2010, p.267). Placerelated identity notions like place identity, landscape identity and sense of place are about the connection of
people with their environment (Devine-Wright and Clayton 2010; Devine-Wright and Lyons 1997; Dixon and
Durrheim 2000; Cuba and Hummon 1993; Jorgenson et al. 2006; Korpela 1989; Proshansky et al. 1983; TwiggerRoss and Uzzell 1996; Uzzell et al. 2002; Wang and Chen 2015; Wheeler 2014; Brinkhuijsen 2007; Stobbelaar and
Pedroli 2011; Kyle et al. 2004; Low and Altman 1992; Shamai 1991) (see figure 2.3).
2.1.3 HERITAGE AND IDENTITY (3)

The link between heritage and identity appears to be a clear link, according to amongst others Bohland & Hague
who state “heritage has become a crucial element in the construction of personal and group identities as people
seek to locate themselves within specific historical trajectories and understandings of the past (Bohland &
Hague 2009, p.109). This means that heritage is part of the identity. “Heritage and identity are closely connected
to places, landscapes, and all collective memories. These connections can occur at all scales” (Bohland & Hague
2009, p.111).
It becomes clear that identity and heritage cannot be seen apart from each other and are connected to place. So
let’s turn it around, from the perspective of heritage and identity, to the perspective of the location, the place.
When the place forms the starting point, it is the connector of the different notions identity and tangible and
intangible heritage. In fact this is the core of the different notions, which you can find in the scheme in figure 2.3.
2.1.4 GOING BACK TO THE BASE: WHAT IS THE STORY THE LANDSCAPE TELLS? LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE (4)

Now that we have found the core and intersection in these notions, with the place as the starting point, the
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question can be asked: what is the story this landscape or place tells? And how can you find out what the relevent
stories are?
A concept that this relation between place and heritage, identity and people encompasses and unites is the
landscape narrative (Potteiger & Purinton 1998). The landscape narrative can form the connection between
the place and identity, tangible and intangible heritage, translated to events, characters and settings at a specific
place (see figures 2.3 and 2.4).
Landscape narratives “intersect with sites, accumulate as layers of history, organize sequences, and inhere in the
materials and processes of the landscape” (Potteiger and Purinton 1998). Moreover, it is not only about the story,
but also about the way it is told, in this case by means of the landscape.

2.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
2.2.1 DESIGN AND RESEARCH QUESTION

After defining the concepts in the theoretical framework, the design and research questions are formulated:
Design question:
How can intangible heritage be expressed in spatial design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius?
Research question:
What are landscape narratives underlying the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius?
2.2.2 RESEARCH FOR DESIGN

Even though the design question is the central question of this research, the landscape narratives should be
explored first before going to design the heritage trail. This gives this research a ‘research for design’ structure;
design is central, but research will be important to legitimate the design. As Lenzholzer et al. state “research
informs design to improve the quality of the designed artefact and to increase its reliability” (2013, p.121).
That is also why, in the structure of this research, the landscape narrative research will be deliberated first.

2.3 LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE RESEARCH
The landscape narrative research is the method that will be used for researching the intangible heritage
underlying the Golden Rock Heritage Trail. “The narrative research is a design of inquiry from the humanities in
which the researcher studies the lives of individuals and asks one or more individuals to provide stories about
their lives. This information is then often retold or restoried by the researcher into a narrative chronology”
(Creswell 2014, pp.13-14). It is a qualitative research
approach (Creswell 2014). “The study of the narrative
is the study of the ways humans experience the world”
(Connelly & Clandinin 1990, p.2).
Within the landscape narrative research method,
two groups of people will be interviewed: the local

LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE
Events
Characters
Settings

(Potteiger & Purinton 1998)

people and the historical experts (see figure 2.5). The
local people through semi-structured map interview,

Landscape

FIGURE 2.4 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE

the historical experts through semi-structured
interview and literature study. The obtained data will
be analyzed using the landscape narrative scheme for
getting to know the landscape narratives of the area.
A further elaboration on the methods can be found in
the landscape narrative chapter.
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2.4 EVIDENCE BASED DESIGN PROCESS
After collecting the data through the landscape narrative research method, the design for the trail is the next
step. The obtained landscape narratives (intangible heritage) form the base of the heritage trail design and will
be made visible through spatial design. In the scheme in figure 2.5 the flowchart of this research and design
process can be found.
In this section the search for landscape narratives underlying the Golden Rock Heritage Trail will be elaborated.
Before diving into the Golden Rock Heritage Trail it is important to know the context of this area, the island St.
Eustatius. Especially its history is important to know for a better understanding of the specific heritage sites.

What are landscape narratives underlying the Golden Rock Heritage Trail?
LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE RESEARCH
KIND OF PEOPLE

DATA COLLECTION
METHOD

LOCAL PEOPLE

Semi-structured map
interview

DATA ANALYSIS METHOD

HISTORICAL EXPERTS

Semi-structured interview
Literature study

LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE
Events
Characters
Settings

Landscape
(Potteiger & Purinton 1998)

How can intangible heritage be expressed in spatial design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius?
DESIGN GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL (EVIDENCE BASED DESIGN)
FIGURE 2.5 - FLOWCHART OF THE RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROCESS
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3.1 ST. EUSTATIUS: A SMALL CARIBBEAN ISLAND
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St. Eustatius

St. Eustatius is an island in the Caribbean region, in between North and South
America in the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea. The island is part of the inner
arc of the Lesser Antilles with neighbouring islands like St. Kitts, St. Martin and
Saba (see figure 3.1). St. Eustatius is one of the smallest islands with a length of 8
and a width of only 4 km and is a special municipality of the Netherlands together
with Saba and Bonaire. The island has got only one town, Oranjestad and a total of
around 4000 inhabitants (see figure 3.2).

Aruba
Curacao
Aruba

3.1.1 GEOLOGY

Bonaire

The island has a volcanic origin and consists of three different main landscape

Curacao
Bonaire

types; the hilly northern part, called Boven National Park, the flat centre of the
island called the cultureplain and the southeast volcanic part called the Quill
National Park (see figure 3.3). This is the 601 metres high dormant volcano of

Venezuela

FIGURE 3.1 - LOCATIONVenezuela
OF ST.EUSTATIUS IN THE CARIBBEAN
WITH SURROUNDING ISLANDS

Boven
Boven

the island and consists of a large crater where it is possible to walk inside on the
bottom of the volcano. Quill comes from the Dutch word ‘kuil’, which means pit

4 KM

and is a protected national park. The Quill is the second highest mountain of the

4 KM

Netherlands, after Mount Scenery on neighbouring island Saba that is 887 metres
St. Eustatius {Statia}
St. Eustatius {Statia}

FIGURE 3.3 - ST. EUSTATIUS SEEN FROM BOVEN NATIONAL PARK, WITH VIEW ON THE QUILL VOLCANO AND THE
CULTUREPLAIN AT THE ZEELANDIA BEACH ATLANTIC SIDE OF THE ISLAND

8 KM
8 KM

Oranjestad
Oranjestad
Quill
Quill

QUILL
Boven

Cultureplain

Quill

Boven

Cultureplain

Quill

FIGURE 3.2 - ST. EUSTATIUS

CULTURE PLAIN

ZEELANDIA BEACH,
ATLANTIC
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high. On the other side of the island Boven National Park can be found. This is a hilly national park, known
for its possibilities for hiking. In the middle flat cultureplain part of the island the airport and the only town,
Oranjestad, are situated. At the northern part of the cultureplain Zeelandia beach can be found, a large beach
at the rough Atlantic Ocean side. The southern part of the cultureplain is located at the calm Caribbean Sea
side with a smaller beach but possibilities for swimming in the sea. Around the island the coral reefs are also a
protected national park (the St. Eustatius National Marine Park). This national park exists of coral reefs but also
18th century and more modern ship wrecks and is important for diving tourism at the island.
3.1.2 CULTURE AND ECONOMY

The inhabitants of St. Eustatius are descendents from the African slaves that were brought to St. Eustatius during
the colonial times, descendents from European colonists, people from Asia working at St. Eustatius and a small
group of people from other places like the surrounding islands and Latin-America. Dutch is the official language
at St. Eustatius, but English is the commonly used language, together with Papiamento and Spanish. The Dutch
influences can still be found in the culture of St. Eustatius, but because of its location in the Americas, these
American influences are more dominant.
The oiltransshipment terminal that is used for storing oil (NuStar Energy) is the most important economic
pillar on St. Eustatius. Tourism is the second most important economic pillar for St. Eustatius, especially
diving tourism but also government services are important for the island (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2010;
Investment Guide). Economic sub-sectors are education, the harbor and other limited commercial activities
(Investment Guide).
3.1.3 HISTORY OF ST. EUSTATIUS

The island has a vibrant and rich history that goes back to the first inhabitants, the Saladoid indians. The next
section will elaborate on the history of St. Eustatius, divided in four different time periods: Pre-Columbian
period, Golden Rock period, Self-Sufficient period and the Recent Past untill today period. This division in time
periods can also be found in the section on discussing the landscape narratives.
PRE-COLUMBIAN (UNTILL 15TH CENTURY)

The history of St. Eustatius is a long and rich one. It goes back to the first inhabitants of the island, the Saladoid
indian population. They were the first to live at St. Eusatius in small huts, living from everything off the island,
a simple and self-sufficient life.
GOLDEN ROCK (17TH - 18TH CENTURY)

This changed after Columbus discovered St. Eustatius in 1439 (Stelten 2013). Columbus did not go ashore,
but gave the island the name S. Maria de la niebe (Stelten 2013). In the sixteenth century when the Spaniards
were colonizing Caribbean islands they did not see the value of St. Eustatius. However, besides the Spaniards
also other European powers like the English, French and Dutch became active in the Caribbean and saw the
advantages of the island. This resulted in the possession of the island by different countries through the years.
The Dutch possession began when in 1636 a group of 40 merchants from Zeeland (the Netherlands) took
possession of St. Eustatius. They built a small fortification on the remains of a French fortification, that formed
the beginning of the town Oranjestad (Purmer 2003). The fortification is what we know today as Fort Oranje
(see figure 3.4). This fort developed during the years to a larger fort containing several management and military
positions.
The main reason for the merchants in those times to settle on St. Eustatius was to establish plantations on the
island for the cultivation of tobacco. In 1650 large parts of the island were cultivated for tobacco.
It was in these times St. Eustatius was a thriving colony for agriculture. On the first plantations crops were
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cultivated like tobacco and indigo, but when the
demand of sugar became larger in the world the
plantations changed to producing sugar cane to meet
this demand of sugar. Sugar was distilled from the sugar
cane and transformed into rum or raw sugar which was
traded again to other places in the world. It was also
in these times that slavery at St. Eustatius played a big
role in producing sugar. Slaves had to work on the sugar
cane plantations which was very though and hard work.
They had to cut the sugar cane, and distill it in the sugar
distillery (see figure 3.5).
However, the cultivation

of crops on plantations

at St. Eustatius did not last long. At the end of the
17th century, due to the economic decline, also the
FIGURE 3.4 - FORT ORANJE, THE FIRST FORTIFICATION AT ST. EUSTATIUS

agriculture declined. It was in those times that during

several wars the island was conquered several times by the French, Dutch and English. After these wars and
periods of poverty at the island, the main economic pillar changed to trade. St. Eustatius appeared to have a
strategic position for becoming the most active trading port in the Caribbean area in the second half of the 17th
century and 18th century. It was in these times that the island got its nickname the ‘Golden Rock’. It became the
most active trade centre in the whole Caribbean because of its strategic location and because it was a free tax
port (Stelten 2013).
In those times life at the island was all about trade and making money, and there were over 20.000 inhabitants
on the islands, compared to only 4000 inhabitants nowadays. These were the times of the WIC (West Indian
Company). Lower Town was the centre of the island containing all the warehouses where the products were
stored before transport. But, after several wars, the abolishment of slavery and the move of trade to North
America that became independent, the island lost its function of active trade centre and became an almost
forgotten community (Stelten 2013).

FIGURE 3.5 - SLAVES WORKING AT A SUGAR CANE PLANTATION AT ST. EUSTATIUS IN 1750
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St. Eustatius {Statia}
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Oranjestad
Quill

BENNERS PLANTATION

GODET PLANTATION
Boven

Cultureplain

Quill

WATERFORT COMPLEX

RUINS ALONG THE BAY

FIGURE 3.6 - GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL AREA SEEN FROM A BIRD'S EYE PERSPECTIVE

SELF-SUFFICIENCY (19TH - 20TH CENTURY)

After these turbulent and prospering times, there came a time of relative poverty after the economic
decline. People tried to make money by selling the bricks of the warehouses to other islands, and by
selling the volcanic earth to other Caribbean islands (Stelten 2013). These times the people lived from
everything off the island. Cotton was still produced and the food came also from the island.
RECENT PAST (20TH CENTURY - TODAY)

Due to drought and NuStar oil company offering office employed jobs, the economy of St. Eustatius
changed from agriculture to office employment. This resulted in an island that is not producing its own
food anymore after all those years, but is now depending on importing food. This is a change in the
mindset, and together with these developments, also the other modern developments happening in
the world, were rapidly introduced on the island, like telephone, television and internet. This created
a different community life, not depending anymore on agriculture, fishing, working on the land, or
the fruit trees on the island, but importing food and buying in the supermarket. This had its effects
on the economy.
These are the main developments happened in St. Eustatius from the Pre-Columbian times untill the
island nowadays.
This history shaped the island like it is nowadays and it are these stories from these time periods that
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FIGURE 3.7 - THE AREA OF THE GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL CONSISTS OF DIFFERENT LAND TYPES WITH TWO MAIN TYPES: THE COASTAL STRIP AND THE MIDLANDS,
BOTH WITHIN THE CULTUREPLAIN OF THE ISLAND. IN THE SECTION ON THE TOP OF THE PAGE THE WHOLE TRAIL CAN BE SEEN AND THE DIFFERENT LAND TYPES IT
CROSSES
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lie at the base of this research. Let’s now zoom into the area of
interest in this research; the Golden Rock Heritage Trail area

Legend

(see figure 3.6).

Midlands: mix of bushy vegetation,
corallita and some individual trees
Midlands: open grass/sand land

3.2 ZOOMING IN TO THE GOLDEN ROCK
HERITAGE TRAIL AREA
The Golden Rock Heritage Trail area is situated in the

Coastal strip: volcanic sand beaches
Coastal strip: mix of grass, sand, rocks and some
individual trees (Coconut tree, Sandbox tree)
City: city vegetation, individuals and groups of
(fruit) trees (Mango, Avocado, Knippa)

southwest side of the island, at the Caribbean sea (see figure
3.6). In the section on top of this page, and on the following
pages, the section of the whole trail is visible. The section
shows the trail from Lower Town (on the left) along the coast
to the plantation area (on the right). The places of interest
described in the Proposal are, from left to right, Lower Town
(Ruins along the bay), Waterfort complex, Godet plantation
and Benners plantation.

Cliff: mix of bushy vegetation, corallita and
some individual trees
Mountain (Signal Hill): bushy vegetation

3.2.1 THE COASTAL STRIP AND ITS HERITAGE SITES

The area of the Golden Rock Heritage Trail is on the island
scale situated within the culture plain of the island. This is the
relative flat part of the island, surrounded by the hilly Boven

Heritage point of interest (Proposal)

National Park and the Quill National Park. Zooming in to
this culture plain landscape typology, to the focus area of this
research, different sub-typologies can be distinguished (see

Industrial storage area NuStar

figure 3.7). These are, generally, the coastal strip, the midlands
and the city Oranjestad, with Upper Town (on the cliff) and
Lower Town (down the cliff).

Buildings

First the coastal strip, that is a narrow strip of beach, grass
and rocks. The map in figure 3.7 shows the coastline with

Road

two different coastal types: the beaches (yellow) and the mix
of grass, sand and rocks (brown).

Caribbean Sea

0m

50m 100m

200m

300m

Looking to the beaches, there are three different beaches

400m

500m
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distinguishable: the beach behind Smoke Alley, Smoke Alley
beach and Lower Town beach. Nowadays these beaches are
separated from each other, but as you can see in figure 3.8 - 1,
it used to be an all connected wide beach in the past. Due to
erosion and sea level rise the beach is not connected anymore,
but in some periods the beach is larger, like is the case in spring,
around eastern (see figure 3.8 - 3).
Characteristic for the beaches at St. Eustatius is the black
volcanic sand. This sand type can be found all over the island,
1 - IN THE PAST THE BEACH OF LOWER TOWN USED TO BE A WIDE AND ALL
CONNECTED BEACH

from Zeelandia beach to Lower Town and is due to the volcanic
origin of the island. There are metal particles in the sand that
make the sand very hot during daytime.
The beaches in Lower Town (Smoke Alley beach and Lower
Town beach) are frequently used by the local people, in the
afternoon and by the tourists. This Caribbean Sea side of the
island is moreover the only side where is it possible to swim
in the sea. At Zeelandia beach on the other side of the island
it is not possible to swim in the Atlantic Ocean because of the
strong current. The beach behind Smoke Alley is not used

2 - NOWADAYS THE BEACH IS NOT CONNECTED ANYMORE AND NOT AS
WIDE AS IT USED TO BE

anymore and also heavily erdoded.
In between the different beaches there is a strip of coastline
left that is no sandy beach most of the year. This coastline
consists of sand, rocks and remains of the former warehouses.
Here it is not possible to go into the water because the stones
and warehouse remains are blocking the passage. Part of the
coastline is the small strip of grass that lies between the direct
coastline and the main road of Lower Town. Here also some
coastal vegetation can be found like coconut trees, sandboxtree
and seagrape. Due to the salt spray, not many species can grow

3 - HOWEVER, IN SPRINGTIME THE BEACH IS WIDER AGAIN, AS IS VISIBLE
DURING EASTERN IN THIS PICTURE
FIGURE 3.8 - THE CHANGE OF THE AMOUNT OF BEACH DURING THE YEARS
AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DIFFERENT SEASONS
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in this part of the area. Moreover, this area is vulnerable for
hurricanes hitting the island.
At the Lower Town side of the coastline the cliff (darkgreen)

Benners plantation

Waterfort complex

Godet plantation

FIGURE 3.8 - ANALYSIS OF THE COASTAL STRIP LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGY

FIGURE 3.9 - DIFFERENT COASTAL TYPES WITHIN THE COASTAL STRIP: FROM BEACH TO A COAST THAT EXISTS OF GRASS, SAND AND ROCKS AND SOME INDIVIDUAL TREES LIKE COCONUT
THAT CAN STAND THE SALTY CONDITIONS CLOSE TO THE SEA

FIGURE 3.10 - THE CLIFF AT THE COAST IN LOWER TOWN: ALREADY IN THE COLONIAL TIMES THE CLIFF WAS ICONIC IN THIS AREA AS IT STILL IS TODAY
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is one the most iconic objects. It is a large cliff that was already iconic in the 16th and 17th century during the
colonial times (see figure 3.10) and separates Upper Town Oranjestad from Lower Town Oranjestad. The cliff
is grown with bushy vegetation and corallita (see figure 3.7). There is a connection between Upper-and Lower
Town through the Bay Path which crosses the cliff. It is a heavy and steep climb, only for pedestrians that
originates from the colonial times when products were transported to Upper Town via the Bay Path by donkeys
and slaves. The connection for cars is the road which turns around the cliff at the Smoke Alley side.
Erosion is one of the severe problems of the cliff, that partly comes down due to heavy rainfall. Soil erosion and
the loss of land to the ocean is a severe threat to the coral reefs around the island..
RUINS ALONG THE BAY (LOWER TOWN)

The heritage in Lower Town are the remains of the warehouses of the seventeenth century. The ruins lie on
the beaches and on the grass, sand and rocks mix type. These remains descent from the 18th century when St.
Eustatius, and especially this former port in Lower Town, became the most active trading port in the whole
Caribbean area. Lower Town was full of warehouses, residential houses, bars and a weighing house. It appears
to be that Lower Town was so fully built in thos days that some doors could not even be used anymore (Stelten
2013) (see figure 3.11).
The buildings were built from a diversity of stone types, like Bermuda limestone (imported from Bermuda)
and bricks from Zeeland (the Netherlands), that often came to St. Eustatius as the ballast in a ship (see figure
3.12). In the 18th century, due to economic decline and the shift of trade to America, St. Eustatius went from an
active trade centre to a forgotten community in the nineteenth century. In these times of poverty, bricks of the
buildings in Lower Town were sold to other islands to earn some money. This resulted in the buildings falling
into decay due to man, but also due to the damaging effects of hurricanes and the test of time. Today the remains
are still visible. They are iconic for Lower Town, especially at the northern side, and determinative for the use
of the area. People use the remains for sitting, or use the walls as a base for building a tent during the eastern
celebrations (see figure 3.14). Today recreation is the main use of the area, by the local peole and the tourists.

WATERFORT COMPLEX
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Godet plantation

Benners plantation

FIGURE 3.11 - DENSE BUILT LOWER TOWN IN 1830

FIGURE 3.12 - THE WAREHOUSES MADE OF DIFFERENT STONE
TYPES, AMONGST OTHERS BERMUDA LIMESTONE AND BRICKS
FROM ZEELAND (THE NETHERLANDS)

FIGURE 3.13 - ONE OF THE MOST INTACT STRUCTURES WITH
PARTS OF THE WALL THAT ARE STILL VISIBLE

FIGURE 3.14 - LOCAL PEOPLE USE THE STRUCTURES OF THE
FORMER WAREHOUSES FOR MAKING A TENT
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The other heritage site along the coast mentioned in the Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail is the
Waterfort complex (see the section on top of this page).
The Waterfort complex consists of Battery Rotterdam, Fort Amsterdam and a slave house, part of the defensive
system of St. Eustatius (see figure 3.16). It was connected to Fort Oranje because, when a hostile ship entered the
harbor, and it came too close, Fort Oranje was too high to shoot its canon fire on this ship because of the angle
that was not possible. However, the Waterfort could shoot from a lower position (see figure 3.17). This was the
main function of the fort, next to being the place where the slaves came ashore after the transatlantic crossing.
They were captured in the slave house and nursed back to strength before they got auctioned on the square of
the fort. The slave house first had one floor, but later on a second floor was added to separate the men from the
women. After the colonial period, the Waterfort complex was not used anymore and fell into decay (see figure
3.15).
3.2.2 THE MIDLANDS AND THE HERITAGE SITES

Hidden behind the bushy vegetation and corallita invasion lie the former plantation areas Godet and Benners.
The midlands are part of the culture plain, and just like the rest of the culture plain, this part is relative flat with
some minor height differences. In the midlands the main vegetation type is a bushy vegetation with corallita
overgrown everywhere (see figure 3.7). There are some individual trees like some large Tamarind trees. In figure
3.19 the large fields overgrown by corallita can be seen. In the past there used to be many plantations in the
cultureplain of St. Eustatius (see figure 3.20). Crops cultivated at these plantation were different crops like indigo

FIGURE 3.15 - REMAINS OF THE WATERFORT COMPLEX: FORT AMSTERDAM (LEFT) AND BATTERY ROTTERDAM (RIGHT)
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Benners plantation

Waterfort complex

Godet plantation

Battery Rotterdam

Slave house

Fort Amsterdam

FIGURE 3.16 - THE WATERFORT AND THE PARTS IT EXISTED OF: FORT AMSTERDAM AND THE SLAVE HOUSE, AND ON A SMALL HILLOCK BATTERY ROTTERDAM

Fort Oranje

Waterfort complex

FIGURE 3.17 - THE DEFENSIVE STRUCTURE OF THE WATERFORT COMPLEX, WORKING TOGETHER WITH FORT ORANJE
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and tobacco, and later on when the demand of sugar in the world became larger, they changed to sugar cane
plantations. In the area of the Golden Rock Heritage Trail there are two different former plantations located;
Godet and Benners, see figure 3.18. The plantations were like little ‘islands’ in the landscape, it were worlds on
their own where the owner of the plantation lived and where the slaves lived and worked.
GODET PLANTATION

Godet plantation is situated at the edge of the beach. The plantation exists of different parts that lie within
the terrain of the former plantation area. The plantation consisted of different terraces where the crops were
cultivated in the past, a main house on top of the terraces on a small hillock and some sugar refinery works
belonging to the production of sugar on the plantation and a so called worm vat for distilling rum (see figure
3.24). On this plantation the slaves did not live on the plantation, but further away on the slope of Signal Hill.
The plantation produced its crops in the colonial times, but also after the colonial times crops were cultivated
like pineapple and mango.
The parts that are still visible nowadays, are first the main house (see figure 3.21). This is the seventeenth century
plantation house of Godet plantation, and the only seventeenth century house that is still intact at the island.

Benners

Godet

FIGURE 3.18 - GODET AND BENNERS PLANTATIONS LIKE ISLANDS AND SMALL
WORLDS IN THE LANDSCAPE IN 1781

FIGURE 3.19 - THE LANDSCAPE AND VEGETATION TYPE IN THE
MIDLANDS: MOSTLY OVERGROWN BY CORALLITA
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FIGURE 3.20 - THE MANY PLANTATION ON ST. EUSTATIUS IN 1742, WITH POINTED OUT THE PLANTATIONS OF THE FOCUS AREA: GODET AND BENNERS PLANTATION
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However, due to damage of hurricanes, goats and nature the house is in decay. Especially the roots of the small
trees and shrubs that grow on top of the house, are damaging the walls and joints. The house is located on top
of the small hill for the overview over the plantation and the cool breeze from the sea. Next to the house there is
the large cistern, that was used to provide water to the plantation and the house. The use of cisterns is a common
used principle at St. Eustatius for catching rain water for drinking water by storing the water in the cistern.
Next to the main house, some parts of the former terrace structure are still visible in the landscape.
The other (separate) place on the Godet property is the lazarretto, the former leprosy colony. The colony played
a role in housing the people of St. Eustatius who were suffering from leprosy. The lazaretto is not specifically part
of the plantation, but is situated on the grounds, mostly because of its remote location (see figure 3.24). In those

FIGURE 3.21 - GODET PLANTATION HOUSE AND CISTERN (LEFT) WITH NATURE DESTROYING THE WALLS OF THE HOUSE (RIGHT)

FIGURE 3.22 - THE LOCATION OF THE HOUSE ON TOP OF THE SMALL HILLOCK FOR OVERVIEW AND A COOL BREEZE FROM THE SEA

FIGURE 3.23 - THE REMAINS OF THE LAZARETTO AT GODET PLANTATION, THAT PARTLY
DISAPPEARED BECAUSE OF THE GUT THAT STREAMS ALONG THE LAZARETTO DURING
HEAVY RAINFALL
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FIGURE 3.24 - GODET PLANATATION WITH ITS ORIGINAL TERRACE STRUCTURE OF THREE DIFFERENT TERRACES, WITH ON TOP THE MAIN HOUSE AND THE CISTERN FOR WATER. AT THE FOOT OF THE TERRACES THE LAZARETTO WHERE PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM LEPROSY WERE SENT TO

times people thought leprosy was contagious, and that is why they banned people suffering from leprosy to a
remote place where they could live and eventually die from the effects of this illness.
Nowadays there are only some walls left of the lazaretto, as you can see in figure 3.23. It is overgrown by corallita
and destroyed on some places mainly by nature. The southeast part of the building is lost because of the gut that
streams close to the lazaretto during heavy rainfall. Parts of the walls fell into this gut.
BENNERS PLANTATION

The second plantation in the midlands area is the former Benners plantation. Benners is a different plantation
than Godet, it does not have the terraces, but can be seen as the typical Statian plantation (see figure 3.25). The
typical Statian plantation encompasses a plantation where the different compartments are more or less on the
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FIGURE 3.25 - DRAWING OF THE TYPICAL STATIAN PLANTATION

FIGURE 3.26 - THE REMAINS THAT ARE LEFT OF BENNERS PLANTANTION, A WALL WITH THE HOLE IN IT WHERE THE FIRE USED TO HEAT THE SUGAR KETTLES, AND THE
FOUNDATION OF THE BENNERS HOUSE
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same level. This is different from other countries where the overview and controll on the slaves was important
from a higher point to prevent them from running away. At St. Eustatius this was not needed because there was
nowhere to go for the slaves because of the small size of the island and the lack of possibilities of getting off the
island. Figure 3.25 shows a drawing of Schotsenhoek plantation, that is located next to Benners. The plantation
consists of different compartments, that can also be found at Benners: the working area with the sugar distillery,
the place where the slaves of the plantation lived and the area where the house of the plantation owner was
situated (see figure 3.27). The former Benners plantation also consisted of a cemetery area with anonymous
slave burials and a cemetery for the ‘important people’ of St. Eustatius.
Benners is nowadays mostly used as a dump place for NuStar waste. The effects and threath of NuStar on the
area are good visibile when walking the route. The fences of the storage area are very nearby the plantation area
and waste is also dumped already in the Benners plantation area.

FIGURE 3.27 - THE ORIGINAL STRUCTURE OF BENNERS PLANTATION WITH DIFFERENT 'ROOMS': SLAVE VILLAGE, SUGAR DISTILLERY IN
THE MIDDLE AND THE MAIN HOUSE, DIVIDED FROM EACH OTHER BY ROWS OF DIFFERENT PLANT AND TREE SPECIES LIKE COCONUT,
PAPAYA AND BANANA
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3.2.3 RELATIONS IN THE LANDSCAPE

WATERFORT COMPLEX

THe places of the trail are not places that stand on their own. The places used
to be all related in the past, as you can see in figure 3.28.

LOWER TOWN WAREHOUSES

colonial times. These places were all related to each other back then, the
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In the maps you see that most of the places of the trail orginate from the
whole landscape was like a system for making money: the plantation where
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FORT ORANJE

the crops were cultivated, harvested and transported to the harbour where
the products were transported to places all over the world. Furthermore the
defensive system was a very related system with a series of forts and batteries
for the protection of the island.
In the self-sufficient times some places are already losing their function.

1 - GOLDEN ROCK PERIOD

But, some places were still in use, like the plantations for cotton production.

OTHER FORTS

The plantation still had a relation with the harbour, were the cotton gin was
located: for ginning the cotton and making it ready for being sold. In these
times the defensive system already lost its function.
The last map is the map of the recent past where all the original places lost

BENNERS PLANTATION
GODET PLANTATION

their functions. There is nothing happening anymore. But, on the other
HARVEST OF THE PLANTATIONS

hand, there are some new places that play a role nowadays. These places
are mostly situated in Lower Town, and not in the plantation areas where

WATERFORT COMPLEX

no new functions appeared. Also is visible that the relations in the landscape
LOWER TOWN WAREHOUSES

disappeared. In the colonial times all the places were related, nowadays the
relations disappeared. Lower Town is the only place of this area people are
coming, for recreation.

FORT ORANJE

3.2.4 TOURISM FACILITIES

Since the plans for the heritage trail aim at developing tourism at the island,
it is important to look to the current facilities in tourism in this part of the
island. In the map in figure 3.29 the current tourism facilities can be found.

2 - SELF-SUFFICIENT PERIOD

As becomes visible from the map in the area around the city centre of
Oranjestad and this part of Lower Town, there is a cluster of many tourist
facilities like hotels, restaurants, tourism information point and touristic

BENNERS PLANTATION

attractions.

GODET PLANTATION

There are, besides the restaurants and hotels, not many more facilities in
the Lower Town area. No benches, chairs, trash bins for example. Going to
the north the only tourism-like facility that can be found is the Smoke Alley

WATERFORT COMPLEX

restaurant. Furthermore there is nothing regarding tourism facilities.
LOWER TOWN WAREHOUSES

FORT ORANJE

3 - RECENT PAST UNTILL TODAY
FIGURE 3.28 - THE PLACES OF THE AREA OF THE GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL
USED TO BE ALL RELATED TO EACH OTHER IN THE GOLDEN ROCK PERIOD, AFTER
THIS PERIOD THESE RELATION DISAPPEARED
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Legend

Restaurant
Hotel
Dive shop
Tourist attraction

Smoke Alley

i

Tourist information

St. Eustatius Historical
Walking Tour

i

Cluster of tourist facilities and
attractions
i

St. Eustatius Historical
Foundation Museum

Bay Path

i
Seaview terrace
Old Gin House

Squbaqua Dive Centre
Old Gin House

i

Golden Era Hotel
To the harbor

Fort Oranje

Synagoge

Wilhelmina Park
Dutch Reformed Church

FIGURE 3.29 - A CLUSTER OF FACILITIES FOR TOURISM EXISTS IN ORANJESTAD UPPER TOWN AND LOWER TOWN WITH
RESTAURANTS, BARS, HOTELS, TOURIST INFORMATION POINTS AND SIGHTS. THE REST OF THE AREA, EXCEPT FOR SMOKE
ALLEY RESTAURANT, HAS CURRENTLY NOTHING TO OFFER FOR TOURISM REGARDING THE FACILITIES
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3.3 LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE RESEARCH GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL
Now the tangible heritage of the area is described and analyzed, it is time to get to know the intangible heritage
underlying this area. For researching this the landscape narrative research method will be used. In the research
design section the method for researching the landscape narratives is briefly described. In this section this
method will be further elaborated.
3.3.1 LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE RESEARCH METHOD

The landscape narrative research encompasses searching for the intangible heritage underlying the Golden
Rock Heritage Trail. Intangible heritage is defined as the "less tangible and unsanctioned aspects of our cultural
heritage like articles about songs, living memory, oral history, stories, beliefs, perceptions and experiences"
(Rappoport 2014, p.111). It are the people who know these stories, so for getting to know the intangible heritage,
an interviewing method is needed.
TWO DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE

There will be two different groups of people interviewed. The first group are the local people of St. Eustatius.
The second group are the historical experts, like archaeologists and historians. These two groups of people
represent all the people of St. Eustatius and beyond who can come up with intangible heritage stories underlying
the Golden Rock Heritage Trail. However, the focus is to find the intangible heritage of the local people. The
historical experts will be asked in order to be able to compare the different outcomes of local people versus
historical experts.
DATA COLLECTION METHOD LOCAL PEOPLE

The data collection method for coming to know the intangible heritage underlying the Golden Rock Heritage
Trail of the local people is the semi-structured interview technique. Another possible data collection tool in
narrative inquiry is the unstructured interview
(Connelly & Clandinin 1990). But, the semistructured interview technique is used because
of wanting to know the stories linked to the
places, so the interview is narrowed down from
unstructured to semi-structured: linked to the
Golden Rock Heritage Trail area. The method is
semi-structured interviewing (Bernard 2006),

Schotsenhoek
Billy’s Gut

Benners

with the use of a map, so semi-structured map
Godet

interview. For interviewing the ‘interview guide’
will be used which is usual for semi-structured
interviewing. The interview guide “is a written list

Smoke
Alley

of questions and topics that need to be covered
in a particular order” (Bernard 2006, p.212) for
acquiring reliable and comparable qualitative data
(Bernard 2006).

Oranjestad
Lower Town

The map in figure 3.30 will be used for asking the
local people the following questions: do you go
to these places nowadays?; did you used to go to
these places in the past?
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FIGURE 3.30 - MAP USED FOR SEMI-STRUCTURED MAP INTERVIEWS LOCAL PEOPLE

It are open ended questions, and there will be room for conversation after asking these questions. The people
interviewed will be the local people encountered randomly in public space like on the street or in shops.
The strategy is to record the interviews, to write them down afterwards, and to label the answers per category.
For analyzing the interviews the landscape narrative theory by Potteiger & Purinton (1998) will be used (see
figure 3.31).
DATA COLLECTION METHOD HISTORICAL EXPERTS

Methods for researching the intangible heritage stories of the historical experts will be data collection by
literature research; historical reports, archaeological reports, articles, encyclopaedia and interviews with experts.
The interviews that will be conducted for this part of the research are with a historian and a archaeologist. Open
questions will be asked about the heritage of the area.
METHOD ANALYZING DATA LOCAL PEOPLE AND HISTORICAL EXPERTS

The landscape narrative theory will be used to analyze the
collected data of the local people and the historical experts.
The obtained data will be categorized in the scheme according

LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE

to events, characters and settings related to the place. Than a
comparison will be made between the two groups of people

Events
Characters
Settings

for being able to draw conclusions.
3.3.2 RESULTS PER PLACE

Landscape

(Potteiger & Purinton 1998)

For the group of local people a total amount of 18 people

FIGURE 3.31 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE

were interviewed (see figure 3.32). For the group of historical
experts a total amount of two historians were interviewed.
Furthermore several articles and reports were consulted to
Kind of people

Local people

Historical experts

Methods

Semi-structured map interview

Semi-structured interview

Number of interviews

18

Literature study
Literature study

2 (Historian, archaeologist St. Eustatius)
SECAR reports, history books and articles,
encyclopaedia

FIGURE 3.32 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE RESEARCH METHODS

find the landscape narratives from the historical experts’ perspective.
The results of the landscape narrative research can be found in the schemes in Appendix 1 (pages 118-127)
and in the next section which shows the summarized and interpreted version of the schemes in the appendix.
As can be seen in the schemes of the results in Appendix 1, the results are categorized per place of the Golden
Rock Heritage Trail, since the aim was to know the landscape narratives of these places. Furthermore, there were
narratives that were not specifically place-bound, these are categorized per theme.
The results will be discussed in the order of meaning of the places to the local people, from the place with the
most meaning to the place with less meaning. On top of every page the section of the whole trail can be found,
with highlighted the place that is discussed in the text on that page. In the schemes the landscape narratives
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are categorized in the categories events, characters and settings and per time period: Golden Rock period, Selfsufficient period and Recent past untill today.
BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY

The place the local people mentioned most is the Beach behind Smoke Alley. This is a ‘new’ place that is not
mentioned in the Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail. This place is only mentioned by the local people
and not by the historical experts. The overall narrative for this place is the recreational past. People went to the
Beach behind Smoke Alley in the past for swimming, picnicking and sitting in the shade of the ship that came
ashore in a hurricane (see figure 3.34). Children were playing at this ship, there was a lagoon where people went
Local people

Beach behind Smoke Alley

Landscape

Beach behind Smoke Alley

There is nothing happening there

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Recreational activities: playing,

SS

Nothing mentioned

GR

Nothing mentioned

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Nothing mentioned

GR

Nothing mentioned

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Nothing mentioned

GR

Nothing mentioned

GR

Nothing mentioned

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Local people: families, children

GR

Nothing mentioned

TD

Place of the terminal

SS

Wide beach, ship ashore

GR

Nothing mentioned

Characters

swimming, sliding off Sandybank

Events

TD

Settings

Settings

Characters

Events

Landscape

Historical experts

FIGURE 3.33 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY

TD

Recent past untill Today

SS

Self-sufficient period

GR

Golden Rock period

FIGURE 3.34 - THE SHIP THAT CAME ASHORE IN A HURRICANE IN
THE PAST AT THE BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY
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Benners plantation

fishing, there was the so called sandybank, a large sandy hillock where the kids used to slide off and the sand was
so hot that you needed to run to reach the water without burning your feet.
Nowadays there is nothing happening anymore at this beach and the local people do not go there anymore.
GODET PLANTATION

Also Godet plantation is frequently mentioned by the local people for its recreational activities in the past. The
local people went to Godet plantation in the past for picnicking and fruithunting. Picnicking was mostly done
at the location of the house on the hill and huntig for fruit by the children at the former plantation area where
fruit trees were left from the agricultural past of the plantation.
Godet plantation is also remembered by the local people for its agricultural past, that lasted long after the
colonial times. Godet plantation was back then still a plantation where crops were cultivated like pineapple.
Some parts of the tangible remains like the lazaretto and the house were also mentioned.
Godet is, contrary to the Beach behind Smoke Alley, also mentioned by the historical experts. The main narrative
of the historical experts is the former plantation life, especially in the Golden Rock period when indigo, tobacco
and sugar cane were the main crops and a family was living in the house on the plantation. The remains of the
TD

Recent past untill Today

SS

Self-sufficient period

GR

Golden Rock period

Local people
Landscape
TD

Historical experts

Godet plantation

Landscape

One of the houses was bought

Godet plantation

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Agriculture

GR

Seventeenth century plantation life

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Plantation family

GR

Nothing mentioned

TD

Nothing mentioned
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Agriculture

GR

Pre-coloumbian site, lazaretto, plan-

for the terminal

GR

Nothing mentioned

TD

There are no people anymore

SS

Local people: families, children

GR

Slaves, people with leprosy

TD

Nice area, beautiful view

SS

Agriculture, fruit trees

GR

Ruins lazaretto, pre-coloumbian site
and plantations, Billy Gut

Characters

picnicking

Events

Recreational activities: fruithunting,

Settings

Characters

Events

SS

Settings

Beach behind Smoke Alley

Godet plantation

tation house, terraces, sugar refinery
works, wormvat, slave village in the
mountains

FIGURE 3.35 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES GODET PLANTATION
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lazaretto also play a role in the stories of the historians. The lazaretto is situated on the property of the plantation,
but does not belong to the plantation. The lazaretto is important for telling the story of the people who were
suffering from leprosy at St. Eustatius. Also the agricultural past in the self-sufficient period is mentioned by the
historical experts according to the role in food production of the plantation in those times.
LOWER TOWN - RUINS ALONG THE BAY

Lower Town is mostly mentioned as the place where the local people go for having picnicks, barbecues and
coming together with family and friends, mostly during the weekends. It is the place where people recreated in
Local people
Landscape
TD

Historical experts

Lower Town

Landscape

Recreational activities: picnicking,

Lower Town

TD

Nothing mentioned

SS

Breaking down the warehouses

GR

Most active trading port

TD

Nothing mentioned
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Local people

GR

Buccaneers, pirates, merchants, slaves,
fortune seekers
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Settings

House
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a larger beach

GR

Events
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Settings
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Events

bbqing
SS
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FIGURE 3.36 - LOWER TOWN (RUINS ALONG THE BAY)
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SS

Self-sufficient period

GR

Golden Rock period

FIGURE 3.37 - CHILDREN FISHING IN LOWER TOWN AND A MAN CLIMBING THE FORMER WAREHOUSES IN 1921. THESE ARE STILLS FROM A
SHORT MOVIE ON LIFE ON ST. EUSTATIUS, SEE THE REFERENCE PAGE
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Godet plantation

FIGURE 3.38 - THE FORMER PIER IN LOWER TOWN
IN 1915

Benners plantation

FIGURE 3.39 - LOWER TOWN USED TO BE FULL OF DIFFERENT PLANT FIGURE 3.40 - RECREATIONAL USE OF LOWER TOWN TODAY: LARGE
AND TREE SPECIES
PICNICKS WITH EASTERN

the past and still nowadays. The main narratives of the past are the memories of the times when Lower Town
was full of nice plants and trees and the times when the large pier was still there and people could fish from this
pier to other fish than they could find ashore (see figures 3.38 and 3.39).
The historical experts talk and write mostly about the Golden Rock narrative of Lower Town. The time when
Lower Town was full of warehouses because of the function of the island as the main trade centre in the
Caribbean. The local people do not mention this past of Lower Town.
BENNERS PLANTATION

Benners plantation is hardly not mentioned by the local people. It is not a place of past or nowadays recreational
Local people
Landscape
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Historical experts

Benners plantation
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FIGURE 3.41 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES BENNERS PLANTATION
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use compared to the previous places, but it is seen as a place to stay away from. The main narrative mentioned
by the local people are the cemetery and burrials that are located on Benners plantation. Moreover it is seen as
a place you should not go, parents tell their children stories about the ghost of Benners to scare them away from
this plantation.
Historical experts see Benners as the typical Statian plantation. It consists of the typical structure with a slave
TD
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GR

Golden Rock period
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FIGURE 3.42 - LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES WATERFORT COMPLEX
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village, a main house and a working area with a sugar distillery. The plantation is related to the narratives of the
17th century plantation life when sugar cane was cultivated at the plantation.
WATERFORT COMPLEX

The only place that is not mentioned by the local people is the Waterfort complex.
The historical experts describe the Waterfort as the place where the slaves came ashore in the Golden Rock
period. There were slave auctions at the place, there was a slave house and the fort was part of the larger defensive
system of St. Eustatius.
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Benners plantation

Waterfort complex

Godet plantation

3.3.3 CONCLUSION

What are landscape narratives underlying the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius?
The obtained landscape narratives can be found in the previous section. On the next two pages the concluding
scheme incorporating the found main narratives per focus group are depicted (see figure 3.43).
LOCAL PEOPLE

The landscape narratives mentioned by the local people were mainly from their own experiences and memories
attached to a specific place. These belong mostly to the recent past untill today time frame. However, also the
self-sufficient time period was sometimes mentioned of being important because of own experience. On the
other hand, the colonial times and the tangible remains were barely not mentioned, which probably means the
local people do not relate to the tangible remains. Within the focus group of local people a new place of meaning
arose from the landscape narrative research: the Beach behind Smoke Alley. This place is not mentioned in the
Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail of being important for heritage trail design.
The landscape narratives told by the local people are mainly stories that are not visible in the landscape and not
related to tangible traces. This can be called intangible heritage.
HISTORICAL EXPERTS

The narratives mentioned by the historical experts are mainly of the Golden Rock period, and sometimes of
the self-sufficient period, but not from the recent past untill today time frame. The stories the historical experts
talk about are all related to the intangible heritage objects, however most of these stories are not visible in the
landscape. They belong to the heritage objects, but cannot be read in the landscape, just like the intangible
stories the local people talk about. The stories the historical experts talk about are not the stories from their own
experience, but history stories of the past.
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Self-sufficient period
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FIGURE 3.43 - FOR THE LOCAL PEOPLE LOWER TOWN, THE BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY AND GODET PLANTATION ARE HOTSPOTS, THE
HISTORICAL EXPERTS DO NOT MENTION THE BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY, BUT FOCUS MOSTLY ON THE COLONIAL HISTORY OF THE
DIFFERENT PLACES, WITH IMPORTANT PLACE LOWER TOWN (RUINS ALONG THE BAY), WATERFORT COMPLEX, BENNERS PLANTATION AND
GODET PLANTATION

Spot exclusively mentioned
by one focus group

LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES - TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

In this research, the landscape narratives of the area are researched. As became clear in the theoretical
Hotspot
framework section, the tangible and intangible heritage that should be incorporated into heritage management
were translated in this study to the landscape narrative approach as a useable approach. Now, to relate back to
nothe
importance
the definitions of heritage, it becomes Spot
clear of
that
historical experts mention stories that are related to the
visible remains (tangible heritage) in the landscape. These remains are the starting points for telling the stories,
TD
Recent past untill today
but, these stories are not all visible in the landscape, like is the case with intangible heritage.
SS
Self-sufficient period
Intangible heritage is found
of local people
who mention all the intangible heritage stories from the
GR the group Golden
Rock period
more recent past from their own experience like the picnicking culture, fruithunting, the recreation on the
beach, all stories that are not visible in the landscape. Places that mean the most to the local people are the Beach
behind Smoke Alley, Godet plantation and Lower Town (Ruins along the bay) (see figure 3.43). Places that are
mostly valuable to the historical experts regarding the tangible remains are Lower Town (Ruins along the bay),
Godet plantation, Benners plantation and the Waterfort complex.
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Playing, sliding off Sandybank, exploring the ship, Fruithunting, picnicking, cultivating
fishing in the lagoon (TD)
crops (SS, TD)

Defence of St. Eustatius in the fortification (GR)

Plantation life (SS, GR)

17th Century plantation life (GR)
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4

DESIGNING THE GOLDEN
ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL
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4.1 DESIGN THEORY AND CONCEPT
In this chapter the design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail will be elaborated based on the conclusions of the
landscape narrative research for finding the intangible heritage underlying the trail.
This first part of the chapter tries to find ways of making visible intangible heritage stories. And, since one of
the aims is tourism development which requires a leisure landscape, this will also be an elaboration on theory
in desiging a leisure landscape for tourism development at St. Eustatius. After explaining the design theories
underlying the design, the design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail will be discussed.
4.1.1 DESIGNING WITH LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES

The found intangible heritage stories will be used as the base for designing the Golden Rock Heritage Trail.
The role of the landscape architect is to give form to these stories, to make them visible to be experienced in
the landscape. Pocock et al. state the narrative approach may be a good opportunity to “increase the visibility
of forms of heritage that are invisible. For instance, the sites and places that may now have no physical trace,
or appear to be an ordinary suburban home, could be marked by commemorative plaques and linked through
interpretive heritage trails” (2015, p.976). The landscape architect takes it a step further in designing with
narratives, further than only mark a place by a sign. But how to give form to this?
The landscape is full of stories that are bound to the places and are piled up like layers in history and can be read
as a text (Spirn 1998). Designing with narratives is giving form to these stories, to make traces of these stories

FIGURE 4.1 - WHITNEY PLANTATION MUSEUM SUGAR KETTLES LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE DESIGN

FIGURE 4.2 - STEAL STRUCTURE REPRESENTING THE FORMER
ESTATE UNIA STATE IN BEARS

visible in the landscape that can be experienced by the visitor. Possibilities for making these stories visible are
described by Spirn as figures of speech (1998). The figures of speech can be used as links between a story and
spatial elements in the landscape. Categories of figures of speech are emphasis, climax and anticlimax, anomalie,
metaphor, paradox and irony and address. This means that in designing, an emphasis can be created in the
landscape or a metaphor to represent a story. In figures 4.1 and 4.2 examples can be found on designing with
narratives. Image 4.1 is also a plantation, where the cettles are used to tell the story of cooking sugar cane in the
former distilleries of a plantation. Image 4.2 that shows the Unia State in Bears, where the narrative of the former
estate is made visible by building a structure referring to the former estate as an art project.
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4.1.2 LEISURE LANDSCAPE DESIGN

In the context of the Tourism Master Plan for developing tourism at St. Eustatius also theory in designing a
leisure landscape should be at the base of this design. A leisure landscape requires routes, facilities and activities
and settings (Brinkhuijsen 2008).
According to Brinkhuijsen (2008) “unique selling points and an elaborate and diverse supply are essential for
regions to promote and distinguish themselves". The key to success could lie in approaches which integrate
activities, place, facilities and services, emphasize regional or local identity and rouse peoples’ imagination; that
is, to appeal to people’s fantasy, to stimulate amazement, wonder and curiosity.
It is stated that narratives are represented in such a way that they are open to multiple interpretations and at the
same time create coherence in the supply of routes, attractions, facilities and setting. As stated before, the key
to succes could be to integrate activities, place, facilities and services in design. Narratives can create coherence
in routes, attractions, facilities and setting (Brinkhuijsen 2008). The different notions proposed by Brinkhuijsen
(2008) and Brinkhuijsen (2007) are translated in this research to routes, attractions (activities) and facilities
(services) and setting (place).
ROUTES

In leisure landscape design the primary condition is accessibility (Brinkhuijsen 2008). If an area is not accessible,
the opportunities for using the landscape for leisure purposes diminishes, affecting both residents and visitors
from elsewhere (Brinkhuijsen 2008).
Creating a route is a way of making a landscape accessible and to be experienced by the visitor (Dee 2001,
Brinkhuijsen 2008). "Good path design is a primary method of enabling and encouraging access and enjoyment
of the landscape (Dee 2001).
ATTRACTIONS (ACTIVITIES) AND FACILITIES (SERVICES)

Whereas opening up the landscape through routes for better accessibiliy was the primary condition, the
presence of attractions is seen as a major condition for a landscape to be a destination for leisure too
(Brinkhuijsen 2008).
The attractions and facilities can be seen at two different levels; the regional level and the local level. At the
regional level the attractions can be elements and areas as leisure destinations, like beaches or woods. The
elements can be for example historic objects, or a concentration of recreational facilities. At the local level
the attractions can be special elements used along the route like a scenic view. A strategy for designing an
attractive landscape is to focus on the most attractive landscape features together with the supply of facilities
like for example benches. The landscape features can turn into attractions by "emphasizing and explaining the
characteristics of that specific landscape" (Brinkhuijsen 2008, p.216). Also the diversity in different attractions
appears to be important in leisure landscape design. Lastly, "clustering of activities and attractions stimulates
co-operation and partnerships between communities in local and neighbouring regions and serves as a vehicle
for the stimulation of economic development through tourism” (Briendenhann & Wickens 2004, p.72).
SETTING (PLACE)

The setting is an essential aspect of leisure space that needs careful design treatment (Brinkhuijsen 2008). "As
leisure experience has become at least as important as the leisure activity, the setting has become an essential
means to create the appropriate ambiance"(Brinkhuijsen 2008, p.219).
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Incorporating these different elements in the design of the Golden Rock Heritage Trail can create a good leisure
landscape, together with the landscape narratives at the base for creating coherence between these different
parts. The design of the trail will be tested afterwards on the base of this theory for designing attractive leisure
landscapes (Brinkhuijsen 2008).

4.1.3 DESIGN CONCEPT: FOOTSTEPS EXPERIENCE

The concept for designing the Golden Rock Heritage Trail encompasses making visible the intangible heritage
stories in the context of a heritage trail. This means that the focus of the design is on the intangible heritage
stories told by the local people on the most important places to them: Beach behind Smoke Alley, Godet
Plantation and Lower Town. Intangible heritage stories are translated to footsteps experience in design. The
concept of designing with these stories is to let the visitor step into the footsteps of the characters of these stories.
In order to make the trail a whole and intersect with tangible heritage, a main route will be designed that forms
the backbone of the trail. In this main route information can be found about the tangible remains and places
where people can step into footsteps off the main route will be assigned (see figure 4.3).
At the other places, Benners plantation and Waterfort complex, where local people do not relate to, the design
will be focussed on letting the visitor step into the footsteps of the stories related to the tangible remains. In the
case of the Waterfort, the pirate and in the case of Benners plantation the slave and the plantation owner.
MAIN ROUTE

These site design experiences will be connected by the ‘main route’ as is visible in the concept drawing. This main
route makes the area accessible (Brinkhuijsen 2008) and is the ‘backbone’ of the trail. In this route information
can be found about the tangible heritage, assigned with a large tile on the path that indicates the heritage site
of that specific point. Information can be obtained by scanning the QR code, to get information of the remain
son your mobile phone. At the same time it is possible to go off the route to see the intangible heritage remains.
On the other hand there are similar tiles for assigning the places where people can go off road to step into the
footsteps of the intangible heritage story (see figure 4.3).
LOCAL CONDITIONS IN DESIGN

Adapting to the local conditions in design is an important point because of the sometimes extreme conditions
of heat, drought, heavy rainfall, erosion and hurricanes that can affect the design.
After the elaboration of every design the local implementation and the feasebility of the design will be discussed,
also adressing other topics like the involvement of local people in design.
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Get information on the
main house

Step into the footsteps of the
plantation owner

FIGURE 4.3 - CONCEPT HERITAGE TRAIL FROM BELOW: A TRAIL WITH A MAIN ROUTE GIVING INFORMATION ON THE HERITAGE REMAINS,
AND PLACES TO GO OFF THE ROUTE TO STEPS INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE CHARACTER THAT BELONGS TO THAT SPECIFIC PLACE
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4.2 DESIGN GOLDEN ROCK HERITAGE TRAIL
The map in figure 4.4 shows the masterplan for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail. The whole route of the trail
is depicted on this map, connecting to the existing St. Eustatius Historical Walking Tour in the city centre of
Oranjestad. This is mainly the route proposed in the Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail. Along the
route also two shortcut routes are assigned for having the ability to walk a shorter route. Along the coast in the
water there is a snorkel route assigned that can be swam partially or fully. A further elaboration on this route
will follow in this chapter.
In the masterplan the different places along the trail are assigned. The design will be explained zooming into the
five different places and zooming out again to sum the trail up for evaluation the leisure landscaper.
Note that the path can be walked both ways, however, contrary to what is proposed in the Proposal for the Golden
Rock Heritage Trail, the idea is to start in Lower Town and to end at Benners plantation because of the hotspot
location of Lower Town for tourism. The order of discussing the five different place designs is made according to
the conclusions from the landscape narrative research. The order is starting with the place that means the most
to the local people and end with the places that mean less to the local people, since the aim of this research is to
make visible the intangible heritage stories of the local people in heritage trail design.

Legend

Main route Golden Rock HeritageTrail
Short cut route Golden Rock HeritageTrail
St. Eustatius Historical
Walking Tour
Snorkel (art) route

Connection point main route Golden Rock Heritage
Trail and St. Eustatius Historical Walking Tour

NuStar terrain
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FIGURE 4.6 - DETAIL OF THE FOOTSTEPS SIGN AND THE INFORMATION SIGN ON THE BOARDWALK

2,5m

FIGURE 4.5 - MASTERPLAN SHIP ASHORE: STEP INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SLIDER OFF SANDYBANK BY SLIDING OFF
THE RAMP AT THE BOARDWALK OR ENJOY THE VIEW FROM THE PLACED SHIP STRUCTURE REPRESENTING THE SHIP
THAT CAME ASHORE IN A HURRICANCE

Slider off
Sandybank
Slider
off Sandybank

Waterfort
complexcomplex
Waterfort
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4.2.1 SHIP ASHORE, BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY
Step into the footsteps of the slider off Sandybank at the Beach behind Smoke Alley. In the design the intangible
heritage stories of a ship that came ashore in a hurricane in the past and the large sandy hill, called sandybank
where people used to slide off, are made visible by placing a new ship structure and a boardwalk with a ramp
at one side to slide off (see image 4.7). The main object is the large frame of the ship, as a reference to the ship
ashore in the past that can be part of a local art project. The ship is a viewpoint with two decks, a climbing object
with climbing frame and attached to it is the boardwalk with ramp for children and adults to slide off for reliving
the narrative (see image 4.8). People can also sit on the beach in the shade of the ship.
The main path goes along the boardwalk, indicating a sign of information for the ship and a sign where people
can go off the boardwalk and slide down the ramp (see image 4.6). It is a place where the main path and the
footsteps experience come together.
LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION DISCUSSION
For implementing the ship at the beach the set up of a local art project for making the ship is needed. The ship
and the boardwalk are placed on a part of the beach that suffers from erosion. The ship and the boardwalk
should be resistant against the heavy conditions close to the sea, and also not block the natural processes. Vetiver
grasses can help in keeping the edge of the land at the back of the ship in place.

FIGURE 4.7 - THE BOARDWALK RUNS UP IN DIFFERENT HEIGHTS, FROM 0 TO 3 METRES AT THE LEVEL OF THE SHIP. ONE PART OF THE SLIDING RAMP CONTAINS
A STAIRCASE FOR MAKING IT EASIER TO CLIMB UP THE RAMP AFTER SLIDING OFF. THE SLOPE OF THE RAMP VARIES AT DIFFERENT PLACES

FIGURE 4.8 - THE SHIP SEEN FROM THE SEA, INCLUDING TWO FLOORS AND AT THE GROUND FLOOR A CLIMBING FRAME FOR CHILDREN TO CLIMB TO THE FIRST
FLOOR OF THE SHIP
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FIGURE 4.9 - IMPRESSION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF ADDING A UNDERWATER ART ROUTE FROM THE BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY TO THE
BEACH OF ORANJESTAD ALONG THE COASTLINE

SNORKEL (ART) ROUTE
Part of the Ship ashore location can be a snorkel route that goes
all the way to Lower Town. This route is already interesting for
snorkeling nowadays, with the change of encountering turtles,
stingrays, fish and the anchor on the bottom of the sea (see figure
4.10). However, this route could also be made more interesting
by putting some artworks on the bottom of the sea along this
route, from the Ship ashore all the way to the bar container in
Lower Town (see the Lower Town design paragraph). This can
look like the impression in figure 4.9. This can make the area
even more interesting for tourism by offering a great diversity
of activities.

FIGURE 4.10 - THE ANCHOR THAT LIES ON THE BOTTOM OF THE
SEA IN LOWER TOWN BAY
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FIGURE 4.11 - STEP INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SLIDER OFF SANDYBANK: SLIDE OFF THE RAMP OF THE BOARDWALK THAT LEADS UP TO THE STRUCTURE OF
THE SHIP ASHORE WITH A VIEWPOINT OVER THE CARIBBEAN SEA
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FIGURE 4.12 - GODET PLANTATION MASTERPLAN, WITH THE
RESTORED TERRACE CONTOURS FOR THE FOOTSTEPS EXPERIENCE
AND THE MAIN PATH ALONG THE PLANTATION
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4.2.2 GODET PLANTATION

Tomatoe

Step into the footsteps of the fruithunter at Godet plantation. In the design the intangible heritage stories ofExisting bush
Lazaretto
Lounge chairs
Cottonpast and the Golden Rock period are made visiblevegetation
fruithunting, picnicking and agriculture in the self-sufficient
by accentuating the former terrace edges of the plantation. The structures are partly the still existing structures,
Market
stallwith the small staircase (see figure
Existing
like the
entrance
4.17),tamarind
on sometree
places it are new structures from differentGut
materials like stones and grass species (see figures 4.14 - 4.16). These will keep the terraces in place and prevent
the terraces from further erosion. There is made room for a restaurant, terrace and places for enjoying the
Terrace chairs and table
Parasol
view. Also the crops of the island are brought back again, showing the different crops from the colonial times
untill now, together with some fruit trees people can pick fruit in line with the fruithunter narrative (see figure
Lounge chairs
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Market stall
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FIGURE 4.13 - ZOOMING INTO THE TERRACES OF THE
PLANTATION FOR A MORE DETAILED IMAGE, WITH ITS
TERRACES, CROP PLOTS AND TERRACE EDGES
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FIGURE 4.14 - SECTION TERRACE EDGE PLANTED WITH
SISAL, A SMALL GUT AND A SUGAR APPLE TREE
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FIGURE 4.16 - SECTION TERRACE EDGE PLANTED WITH
VETIVER GRASS AND SISAL, ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE
TERRACE WITH A TOBACCO PLOT
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FIGURE 4.15 - SECTION TERRACE EDGE PLANTED WITH
VETIVER GRASS, A SMALL GUT AND THE TERRACE AND
LOUNGE TERRACE ON THE TOP TERRACE FLOOR
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FIGURE 4.17 - THE ORIGINAL TERRACE STRUCTURE IS
PARTLY VISIBLE IN THIS PART, THE MAIN ENTRANCE OF
THE TOP TERRACE FLOOR. THE REMAINS ARE A FORMER
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FIGURE 4.18 - STEP INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE FRUITHUNTERS OF THE PAST, AND THE FORMER SELF-SUFFICIENT LIFE WHEN ALL THE FOOD CAME FROM THE
ISLAND, ALSO FROM GODET PLANTATION. SEEING THE CROPS OF THE PAST AND NOW, FROM COLONIAL CROPS TO CROPS THAT ARE STILL CULTIVATED NOWADAYS. COMBINED WITH A TERRACE, RESTAURANT AND PLACES TO LOUNGE AND ENJOY THE VIEW
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1 - INDIGO

2 - TOBACCO

3 - COTTON

4 - COFFEE

5 - SWEET POTATOE

6 - YAM

7 - EGGPLANT

8 - PINEAPPLE

9 - TOMATOE

10 - SUGAR APPLE

FIGURE 4.19 - THE DIFFERENT CROPS PLANTED ON THE PLANTATION

4.18). In market stalls the local products can be sold. This will serve as an educational tool, to give the people
information on the colonial crops of the past, but also the temporary crops of the last years. This makes the
plantation a testing ground. Water for irrigating the crops can come from the old cistern next to the house.
The main path goes through the plantation via the original existing route. It comes along the lazaretto, the sugar
refinery works, the main house with its terraces and continues to Benners plantation. This route is of a gravel
material (see figure 4.20 - 1).
The other type of pavement is the main entrance of the plantation, a route of small Delft Blue pottery shards
(see figure 4.18 - 2). The path refers to the colonial times and the Dutch influences when Dutch Blue pottery
used to be imported to St. Eustatius, which refers to the great influence of the island in those times and the role
of the plantations back than for the colonists. The original shards can still be found scattered around the island
(see figure 4.20 - 4).
In only a simple path, a different type of pavement can make the difference like here, where the visitor will
be surprised. This shows a different kind of path can make a difference, with as a reference the pathway in
the Jüdisches Museum Berlin (Jewish Museum Berlin), where David Libeskind made a walk of metal heads,
to remind of the days of the holocaust which represent the millions of people who died during the holocaust
(figure 4.20 - 3). Walking on it gives a specific experience, which will also be the case on the Delfts blue shard
path.
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Benners plantation
2,5m

2,5m

Fruithunter
3 - SPECIAL PATH IN THE JEWISH MUSEUM BERLIN

1 - THE MAIN PATH

2 - THE DELFT BLUE POTTERY SHARDS
PATH

4 - ORIGINAL DELFT BLUE POTTERY SHARD THAT
CAN STILL BE FOUND ON THE ISLAND

FIGURE 4.20 - THE TWO DIFFERENT PATH TYPES IN THE GODET PLANTATION DESIGN. ON THE LEFT THE MAIN PATH, A SAND WITH GRAVEL
PATH, ON THE RIGHT THE PATH THAT LEADS UP TO THE PLANTATION, MADE OF DELFT BLUE POTTERY SHARDS THAT CAN STILL BE FOUND ON
THE ISLAND AS A REFERENCE TO THE DUTCH POSSESSION OF THE PAST AND THE ROLE OF THE PLANTATIONS DURING THE COLONIAL TIMES

Godet plantation
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FIGURE 4.21 - PLAN FOR THE LAZARETTO AT THE GODET PLANTATION PROPERTY, THE LAZARETTO CUT FREE FROM OVERGROWING PLANTS, A BENCH AND THE
CONSOLIDATED GUT
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LAZARETTO
The lazaretto is a different part of the plantation that does not specifically relate to the plantation itself. As told in
the landscape narrative section, the lazaretto is the place where the people suffering from leprosy were sent to. It
used to be hidden on a remote place at the plantation, and that is also where the design refers to. It is separated
by the existing gut on the plantation that is planted and consolidated with sisal. Parts of the lazaretto disappeared
due to the stream in this gut during heavy rainfall. The lazaretto can be found by going off the path at the height
of the information tile. For making the remains of the lazaretto visible again it is important to cut away the
overgrown corallita and to also maintain this.
OPTION FOODFOREST
Godet used to be a place for fruithunting for the local people. Because of the past of the plantation as a place for
cultivating crops, in later times, there were still fruit trees left on the property. This made the local people hunt
for fruit at the former plantation. This intangible heritage story could also be brought back to life, by making a
new foodforest on the property part of the heritage trail (an impression of what that can look like can be found
in figure 4.22). This could first be done in small test plots and later on on a larger scale. Permaculture principles
may be a good option. Also, cultivating different trees and plants again is good for keeping the soil in place and

FIGURE 4.22 - IMPRESSION OF WHAT A FOOD FOREST CAN LOOK LIKE, WITH BANANA AND MANGO
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may prevent further erosion of the soil. However, this is a suggestion for further research to the technical details
of rebuilding the plantation and cultivating fruit trees again. In the current, basic plan, there are paths made
which guide the visitor through the bush. This is a low-cost and low maintenance option for the already existing
bushy vegetation.
LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION DISCUSSION
Replanting the plantation with vegetable gardens requires commitment of the local people in cultivating the
crops and maintaining the plantation. This can be difficult due to dry conditions, storms and the soil. Especially
the idea of making a new fruit forest requires a lot of commitment and work and people who are willing to work.
The advantages of replanting and agriculture again on the island are however big, the erosion may become less
and that is in favour of the coral reefs.
In the design for Godet plantation also an investor is needed to invest in the restaurant and people who are
willing to work in the restaurant.
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FIGURE 4.23 - IN LINE WITH THE RECREATION NARRATIVE, THE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES OF LOWER TOWN ARE IMPROVED. THE MAIN PATH FOR THE HERITAGE TRAIL
FORMS THE NEW BOULEVARD, WHERE PEOPLE CAN ENJOY THE RUINS ALONG THE BAY AND WALK IN SUN OR IN SHADE UNDERNEATH THE SOLAR CELL PERGOLAS.
BENCHES AND LOUNGE CHAIRS MAKE THE AREA MORE COMFORTABLE TO SPEND SOME TIME, THE WHOLE COASTAL STRIP BECOMES A BEACH IN THIS WAY. THE STARTING
POINT OF THE TRAIL IS A CONTAINER FOR INFORMATION, DRINKS AND STORAGE DURING STORM.
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FIGURE 4.24 - STEP INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE PICNICKER IN LOWER TOWN, SITTING IN THE SHADE, GATHERING WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY AND
HAVING A BARBECUE OR A PICNICK
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INTANGIBLE HERITAGE LOCAL PEOPLE

4.2.3 RUINS ALONG THE BAY, LOWER TOWN
Step in into the footsteps of the picnicker in Lower Town. In the design the intangible heritage stories about
picnicking and barbecuing are strengthened which makes Lower Town more comfortable with seating and
barbecue possibilities and more shade. There is made a new 'main square' in Lower Town where a container bar
provides the visitor with a cool drink and rents the parasols and lounge chairs which can be freely used in Lower
Town. This free use makes this part of Lower Town a flexible landscape, which is needed because of possible
storms but also because of large events which are held annually in Lower Town.
During a storm, the lounge chairs and parasols can be stored in the container bar which can be closed. There are
new seating possibilities at the square in the form of different concrete benches which can also be used as table.
Different ways of providing shade needed to be found because of the saline conditions in Lower Town which
makes it hard for plants and trees to grow. Vetiver grass is resistant to salt spray.
The main route is a new boulevard, separated from the busy main road by a row of Vetiver grass. The boulevard
which is paved with flagstones is partially covered with a solar cell pergola for providing shade and collecting solar
energy for lighting Lower Town during night time. The boulevard, expresses the former warehouse structures
in its pavement. Furthermore information can be found on the remains of the warehouses by scanning the QR
code of the information tile. Also seating possibilities are incorporated in the boulevard, in sun as well as in
shade, with concrete robust benches which are also used on the other places of the trail.
The cliff is partially planted with Vetiver grass for erosion control.

FIGURE 4.25 - RECREATIONAL LANDSCAPE WITH NECESSARY SHADE
PROVIDED BY THE PARASOLS AND THE PERGOLA, AND VETIVER GRASS FOR
STABILIZING THE CLIFF AND SEPARATING THE TRAIL FROM THE ROAD
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3m

3m

3 - LIGHT LOWER TOWN IN THE
EVENING ALONG THE BOULEVARD

1 - THE MAIN PATH WITH SOLAR CELL PERGOLA

2 - THE MAIN PATH NO SOLAR CELL PERGOLA

5 - REFERENCE FOR THE ROBUST CONCRETE BENCHES (IN
LOWER TOWN AND ALONG THE REST OF THE TRAIL)

4 - SPOTS ON THE HERITAGE REMAINS CAN
CREATE AN INTERESTING ATMOSPHERE

6 - REFERENCE FOR THE TRASHBINS ALONG THE WHOLE
TRAIL

FIGURE 4.26 - THE MAIN PATH, PARTLY COVERED WITH SOLAR CELL PERGOLA, PARTLY OPEN, WITH STRIPES INDICATING THE FORMER
STRUCTURES, AND THE INFORMATION TILE WITH QR CODE AND THE FOOTSTEPS TILE FOR GOING OFF THE PATH
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FIGURE 4.27 - THE MAIN PATH IN DETAIL SHOWING THE PERGOLA WITH
BENCHES AND THE SOLAR CELL DECK

LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION DISCUSSION

Like at the Godet plantation, also in Lower Town an investor is needed for investing in the container bar and
taking care of the parasols and chairs, to bring them inside when a hurricane hits. The same applies to the solar
cells.
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FIGURE 4.28 - THE CURRENT SITUATION OF THE AREA WITH A DAMAGED TABLE

FIGURE 4.29 - THE SIZES OF THE SOLID BENCHES, WHERE
PEOPLE CAN SIT ON AND USE

FIGURE 4.30 - THE CONTAINER BAR AND INFORMATION POINT FORMS A MAIN 'SQUARE' WHERE PEOPLE CAN GATTER, SIT ON THE BENCHES, ENJOY A BARBEQUE OR READ
A BOOK IN THE SHADE. DURING STORM AND HURRICANES ALL THE LOUNGE CHAIRS AND PARASOLS CAN BE STORED IN THE CONTAINER
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FIGURE 4.31 - MASTERPLAN BENNERS PLANTATION: STEP INTO
THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE PLANTATION OWNER AND THE SLAVE
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1 - THE MAIN PATH AT THE SLAVE VILLAGE

2 - THE MAIN PATH AT THE SUGAR DISTILLERY

3 - THE MAIN PATH AT THE MAIN HOUSE

FIGURE 4.32 - THE DIFFERENT PATH PAVEMENTS OF THE MAIN PATH AT THE BENNERS PLANTATION
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FIGURE 4.33 - STEP INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SLAVE AND PLANTATION OWNER, HERE THE WORKING AREA OF THE
PLANTATION. THE FORMER SUGAR MILL AND SUGAR DISTILLERY BUILDING ARE MADE VISIBLE AGAIN BY SHOWING
THE FORMER STRUCTURES
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FIGURE 4.34 - STEP IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SLAVES WHO WERE WORKING IN THE SUGAR CANE IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURY AT THE PLANTATION.
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4.2.4 BENNERS PLANTATION
Step into the footsteps of the slave and plantation owner at Benners plantation. In the design the intangible stories related to the tangible remains of the typical sugar cane plantation at St. Eustatius where slaves were working
and living are made visible by accentuating the remains of the former plantation structures of the sugar distillery
and the main house. The plantation is restored as being an island in the landscape as it used to be in the past. The
visitor can walk into the three different rooms, the slave village, the sugar distillery and the plantation's owners
house property, which are separated from each other through the existing height different and planting of banana trees, which also used to be in the past. At the other side of the main path the visitor can step into the sugar
cane field for experiencing the life in the sugar cane as it used to be for slaves who were working there. At the end
of this sugar cane path, the existing Tamarind tree protects the anonymous slave burials underneath the tree.
The main path going through the plantation changes in structure along the three different rooms. Starting at the
sand path at the height of the former slave village, going to the sand and gravel path at the height of the sugar
distillery working area, going to the paved path at the height of the main house where the plantation owner used
to live.
The plantation is protected against goats and overgrowing by corallita by fencing it where the corralita can grow
on (see figure 4.31).
The difference from Godet plantation is that it is more a memorial place. Local people do not relate that much
to Benners, for them it is more a place of cemeteries and burials, ghost stories and a place you should not go
voluntarily. However, the place is of historic significance in mainly the sugar cane industry history.
The design is a sober design, different from Godet which also used to be a ‘fun’ place. Places are accentuated with

FIGURE 4.35 - SECTION SHOWING THE SUGAR DISTILLERY ROOM AND THE SUGAR CANE FIELD WITH PATH
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stone walls, to show the former places. A sugar cane field is added to show the former crop with some routes
through it for the sugar cane experience.
LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION DISCUSSION
The main problem in implementation of Benners plantation is the location situated next to NuStar terrain and
the influence of the company in making a safe recreation terrain in that area. The new sugar cane field needs
maintenance and needs to be planted.

1,5m

FIGURE 4.36 - PRINCIPAL OF KEEPING THE GOATS AND CORALLITA OUT BY FENCING AND LETTING CORALLITA GROW
THE FENCE
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FIGURE 4.37 - STEP INTO THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE PIRATES AT THE WATERFORT COMPLEX
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4.2.5 WATERFORT COMPLEX
Step into the footsteps of the pirates at the Waterfort Complex. In the design the intangible stories of the fort
as a defensive system and the pirates who came ashore at the fort during the colonial times are made visible by
restoring the contours of the fort again and making the remains of Battery Rotterdam accessible through making
a staircase which connects Battery Rotterdam and Fort Amsterdam as it used to be in the past. From Battery
Rotterdam there is a nice view over the Caribbean Sea like it used to be in the past when enemy ships entered
the waters of St. Eustatius. The main path is a flagstone path over the beach which makes the beach and the
Waterfort complex better accessible.

2,5m

he bay

FIGURE 4.38 - DETAIL OF THE MAIN PATH IN FLAGSTONES ALONG THE WATERFORT COMPLEX AND
DETAIL OF ACCENTUATING THE WATERFORT WITH STONE

FIGURE 4.39 - DETAIL OF THE STAIRCASE UP TO BATTERY ROTTERDAM
(SEE FOR THE SECTION OF THE WHOLE TRAIL THE NEXT PAGE)
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FIGURE 4.41 - STEP IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE PIRATES AND BUCCANEERS AND ENJOY THE VIEW OF THE HARBOR AND THE CARIBBEAN SEA IMAGINING THE
WHOLE HARBOR TO BE FULL OF MERCHANT SHIPS IN THE GOLDEN ROCK PERIOD
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FIGURE 4.40 - MAKING THE WATERFORT ACCESSIBLE BY PLACING A STAIRCASE TO BATTERY ROTTERDAM AND A SMALL STAIRCASE TO BRIDGE THE SMALL HEIGHT
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BEACH AND FORT AMSTERDAMN
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4.3 EVALUATION OF THE LEISURE LANDSCAPE
Theory in leisure landscapes was used for designing the trail in order to make it a leisure landscape for tourism
development. In this section the whole trail will be evaluated regarding the used theory in leisure landscape
design.
Evaluation will be done divided in the three different categories that a good leisure landscape should contain:
routes, attractions (activities) and facilities (services) and place (setting) (Brinkhuijsen 2008).
4.3.1 ROUTES

The route is the first categorie for evaluation in this section. The route follows the track of the proposed trail in

Legend

the Proposal (see the map in figure 4.42) and makes the area accessible. According to the used concept, this is
the main path, containing information on the tangible heritage places that can be obtained by scanning the QR
code of the path. Also the path itself that exists of different pavement types, emphasizes the difference between
route Golden Rock HeritageTrail
the places that also helps in creating the right setting. Like for example the path in Lower TownMain
that makes
visible the former warehouses structures. Or the different pavement types of the path at Benners plantation,
emphasizing the different 'rooms' of the plantation.

Short cut route Golden Rock HeritageTra
So, the route makes the area accessible, but also helps in creating the right ambiance and making visible the
intangible stories.

St. Eustatius Historical
Walking Tour

Snorkeling route

Connection point main route Golden Ro
Trail and St. Eustatius Historical Walkin

Place of interest for tourism

Legend

Main route Golden Rock HeritageTrail

i

Tourist information point

Short cut route Golden Rock HeritageTrail
Restaurant
St. Eustatius Historical
Walking Tour

Dive shop

Snorkeling route

Connection point main route Golden Rock Heritage
Trail and St. Eustatius Historical Walking Tour

Place of interest for tourism
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Tourist information point
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NuStar terrain

BENNERS PLANTATION
GODET PLANTATION
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SHIP ASHORE
WATERFORT COMPLEX

RUINS ALONG THE BAY

i

i
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FIGURE 4.42 - DIFFERENT PLACES WERE DESIGNED, PER PLACE THE MAIN ROUTE GOING THROUGH, FACILITIES AND SERVICES AND SETTING CREATED FOR THE
FOOTSTEPS EXPERIENCE

RUINS ALONG THE BAY
(LOWER TOWN)

WATERFORT COMPLEX

SHIP ASHORE

Setting: Footsteps picnicker

Setting: Footsteps pirate

Setting: Footsteps slider off

Facilities: Path, trashbins,
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Activities: In the footsteps

Activities: In the footsteps
looking over the Caribbean Sea,
learning about the past of the
Waterfort complex, swimming,
snorkeling

GODET PLANTATION

BENNERS PLANTATION

Setting: Footsteps fruithunter

Setting: Footsteps slave and

of the picnicker picnicking,
barbecueing, reading a book,
swimming, snorkeling, learning
about the history of Lower Town

Facilities: Path, benches,

terrace, lounge chairs, trashbins,
market, shade, restaurant,
viewpoint

Activities: In the footsteps
hunting for fruits and learning
about the history of the
plantation and about the different
crops, eating and drinking,
buying at the market

sandybank and ship ashore

Facilities: Path, trashbins,
viewpoint, shade
Activities: In the footsteps
sliding off the boardwalk,
viewpoint from the ship, playing
at the ship, swimming,
snorkeling, learning about the
story of the ship

plantation owner

Facilities: Path, benches,

trashbins

Activities: In the footsteps of
the slave and the plantation owner, learning about the story of the
Statian sugar cane plantation
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4.3.2 ATTRACTIONS (ACTIVITIES) AND FACILITIES (SERVICES)

The facilities make the area more comfortable while the activities make the area more attractive to spend some
time. In the map in figure 4.42 all the facilities and activities per place of the route can be found. Lower Town
and Godet plantation can be seen as hotspots in the sense of facilities and activities.
Some place are more sober in facilities and activities, like Benners plantation contrary to the more vibrant
Godet plantation. This is mainly due to the setting and atmosphere that should be created for getting the right
experience, a vibrant one, or a more sober and memorial-like footsteps experience. However, facilities that are
present at all places are trashbins and along the route and at almost every place benches.
4.3.3 SETTING (PLACE)

The created setting at the places comes from making visible the intangible heritage stories to be experienced
by the visitor through the footsteps experience. This designed setting creates is the decor for the footsteps
experience.
The different categories of leisure landscape theory overlap in design. This means that the route also helps in
creating the setting, and that the facilities are also part of the setting and creating the right ambiance for the
footsteps experience. Moreover the route can be seen as a facility of making the area accessible
4.3.4 CLUSTERS

The larger scale, the scale of the whole route, can also be seen as a cluster of activities and facilities in this specific
area. Zooming in the clusters should be seen as the places, with two hotspots that are clusters of facilities and
activities and some clusters that contain less facilities.
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4.4 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
In the design chapter the design is explained per place of the trail and also discussed in relation to the
implementation of the design. In this section there will be zoomed out to the scale of the whole trail, elaborating
on the implementation. Discussing the implementation of the trail is important to set out the context of the
design, that it can land within the context of the island, adapted to the local conditions and circumstances.
In implementation the following three steps in this order are recommended:
1. Protect and maintain the existing remains
2. Implement the main route for making the area accessible
3. Execute the place designs including implementing the facilities
4.4.1 PROTECTION OF THE EXISTING REMAINS

The value of the remains of the past at St. Eustatius is great. There is stated that the remains should be protected
in future developments (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2011). The remains are seen as part of the history of St.
Eustatius, and important for future tourism developments (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al. 2011).
This importance is also apparent from the existing heritage trail, the St. Eustatius Historical Walking Tour, the
route in the city centre of Oranjestad which connects several interesting remains of the island. The remains of the
past incorporated in this trail are all situated in Oranjestad and in good condition and under good maintenance.
For example Fort Oranje, the Honen Dalim Synagogue, the Simon Doncker house and the remains of the Dutch
Reformed Church.
These objects are kept in good conditions because they still fulfill a function. Fort Oranje houses the St. Eustatus
Tourism Foundation and can be seen as a middlepoint of the island for tourism. The remains of the Dutch

FIGURE 4.43 - 17TH CENTURY FORT ORANJE AND 18TH CENTURY HONEN DALIM SYNAGOGUE AT ST. EUSTATIUS BOTH KEPT IN GOOD CONDITION

Reformed Church are still in use as a wedding location and kept in good conditions. The remains of the Honen
Dalim Synagogue got restored and are in good condition nowadays and are a tourist attraction (see figure 4.43).
These remains are important for telling the story of the Jewish people that lived at the island for some time. The
Simon Doncker house houses the St. Eustatius Historical Foundation Museum, again a tourist attraction and
important museum for telling St. Eustatius’ history.
From these examples of the island becomes clear that when the building still has a function, practically or
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aesthetically, it is kept in good condition and receives good maintenance. For the remains of focus of the heritage
trail applies ‘out of sight out of mind’. The area is not accessible currently, people do not go there and do not
see the decayed remains. However, when people come to the area again and the remains get a function of
telling a story of the past, and contribute in tourism development, they become important and worth it for
maintenenance.
In the design several measures are taken for maintaining the remains. Like for example the lazarretto that gets
protection in the design against erosion from the gut by planting the gut. In the case of Godet plantation the
terraces will be protected against erosion by planting the edges. These are the interventions from the design that
can already be executed before executing the place design and the route. The Godet house needs a renovation to
make it suitable for a restaurant function. Many of the remains are overgrown by trees and plants and the roots
of the vegetation affect the joints of the objects. These plants need to be erased from the objects and the next
step is to keep them away.
The next step after renovating the remains and clearing them from nature is making a maintenance plan.

FIGURE 4.44 - VEGETATION AND THE ROOTS OF VEGETATION DESTROYING THE REMAINS

Maintenance tasks contain cutting trees and plant, with special focus on corallita, away from the objects. Keeping
them clear to prevent further destruction by nature. This maintenance plan also requires the involvement of
local people.
4.4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ROUTE

After renovating and making a maintenance plan for the remains, the area should be made accessible for visitors.
When the area is accessible and the remains are viewed by people, the urgence for maintenance becomes higher.
The trail is different from the St. Eustatius Historical Walking Tour because it gives access to a now unattainable
area, different from the already developed and good accessible Oranjestad city centre that holds the collection of
different churches, buildings and objects connected by the existing path structure of the city. In the Golden Rock
Heritage Trail area there are no paths yet, and this makes the accessibility and the creation of a path to make the
area accessible the first step in design. Also the visibilty and knowing that there is something in that area that is
worth it to visit is in this sense important. Just like the St. Eustatius Historical Tour, the path is the connection
of the different sites of interest.
Also the route requires mainenenance after implementation. The path needs to stay clear from overgrowing by
vegetation.
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4.4.3 EXECUTING THE PLACE DESIGNS

Although the maintenance of the existing remains is important, one conclusion from this research is that it
is important to make the intangible heritage visible in the sense of maintaining community identity. So, after
making the area accessible and taking care of the existing remains, the most important thing is to execute the
place designs. But, the route needs to be made first otherwise the area is not accessible and the place designs
cannot be experienced.
Also part of executing the place designs is involving the local people. In the first place for working at the
information point/container bar, the work at the restaurant or at the plantation for cultivating the crops. But
also investment opportunities are there, the possibility to invest in the bar or restaurant or in the plantation. Or
to expand the heritage trail even more with a hotel on the route for example, which will need investment for
realization.
A limitation in implementation is the privateness of some parts of the terrain in the design. The Godet plantation
is partly owned by the Sprot family, Benners plantation is owned by NuStar Oil Company.
These owner rights make it harder to do something in this area. Leonardi proposes that the municipality acquires
the lands of the two owners for developing the heritage trail, which seems more logic than the two parties allow
to make the trail which may conflict with the current use (2016).
Arguments for developing this area into a leisure landscape with a heritage trail instead of being private terrain
is that it is a unique area close to the Lower Town tourism hotspot that is easy reachable from Lower Town and
contains a treasure of different stories and remains.
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5

DISCUSSION

5.1 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
5.1.1 CONTRIBUTING TO MAINTAINING COMMUNITY IDENTITY

In theory and in the theorectical framework the presupposition is stated that incorporating intangible heritage
in heritage management contributes to maintaining community identity (Pocock et al. 2015). A point of
discussion is whether this is the case for the heritage trail design proposed in this research. Does the heritage
trail contribute to maintaining community identity? The answer to this question can only be found out after
implementation. It stays within the hypothesis of theory, although the heritage trail tries to actively contribute
to maintaining community identity by making visible intangible stories that appeared to be more important to
local people and more part of their identity than the stories that are attached to the tangible remains.
The local people may find themselves in the used intangible heritage stories that are made visible, but what do
the local people think of incorporating the tangible heritage and stories of the Golden Rock history? Does this
repel the local people from the heritage trail, that may be for example due to provocative slave history stories.
It may seem contradictory to design places where the local people do not relate to, coming from the landscape
narrative local-people centred research approach. However, tangible heritage is still important to incorporate
as was stated before.
Leonardi (2016) conducted research to what the local people think of using the formal narratives of the history
of St. Eustatius for heritage trail design. According to Leonardi the Golden Rock period is seen by the local
people as a period of great prosperity of the island, where some people are proud of. However, some people see
this history mostly as 'white people history' in the times that the African slaves were brought to St. Eustatius.
Also the Statia Day narrative was not seen as the history of the local people (Leonardi 2016). However, according
to Leonardi (2016) all the interviewees agreed on using the narratives of the Golden Rock period if this results
in new tourism developments that will benefit the island. These narratives can be used, however they probably
do not enhance the sense of identity of the local community (Leonardi 2016).
5.1.2 LOCAL PEOPLE INVOLVEMENT

For the whole trail local investors are needed, employees in the bar and restaurant, employees in maintenance
and employees cultivating crops. But are the local people willing to work in a bar, restaurant, in maintenance or
in agriculture?
Results from research showed working in tourism is not popular amongst the local people (Westerduin 2015).
Also Leonardi (2016) highlights the obstacles that one can come against when wanting to incorporate the local
people in working in tourism or in agriculture. People who work in the shops and restaurants of St. Eustatius
are mainly from different background like Dutch or Asian. Today’s economy and the jobs people have on St.
Eustatius are mostly office employed and governance related.
But, the trail can be executed without bar and restaurant, but not without maintenance. The maintenance is
indispensable for keeping the paths free from overgrowing by weeds such as corallita and to the ruins that will
disappear without maintenance.
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5.1.3 LEISURE LANDSCAPE FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

This research to developing the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius is part of the Tourism Master Plan for
developing tourism at St. Eustatius.
To continue on discussing the research regarding the context of being part of the Tourism Master Plan, specific
measures were proposed for tourism development at the island. Like creating places, setting, facilities and
providing activities for tourism development.
It can be discussed if the island needs further tourism developments, or should it stay unspoiled as it is today.
Should the island stay unspoiled, with no further developments because that is what makes the island special
comparing to other, more touristic developed islands like for example St. Maarten. Does the island lose its charm
in further developments, or can this charm stay intact? These are difficult questions to answer. A suggestion that
can be given is that tourism developments are wanted and needed in St. Eustatius. St. Eustatius wants to develop
tourism as an important economic pillar next to diving tourism, a different kind of tourism.
In this research no research has been conducted to what tourists want at St. Eustatius and how the St. Eustatius
Tourism Foundation wants to develop tourism. Research to what tourists want at St. Eustatius and what the St.
Eustatius Tourism Foundation wants is conducted by Westerduin (2015), with special focus on diving tourism.
Developing beach tourism appeared to be a major point of focus of the St. Eustatius Tourism Foundation together
with cruise tourism. However, the dive tourists that were interviewed in this research state that the quietness
and peacefulness of the island are positive points, and the lack of a real Caribbean beach and cruise tourism
are positive according to them, keeping away the mass tourism and creating good possibilities for diving. This
is contrary to the wants of the St. Eustatius Tourism Foundation. However, places for sitting and reading a book
and also other facilities like a good restaurant were missed at the island. The existing facilities do not address the
needs of the current tourist, as the facilities were called moderate and not welcoming. The divers say that people
who do not come for diving will easily get bored at the island. This shows that the current island does not have
much to offer for the tourist that does not come for diving (Westerduin 2015).
Hiking and historical tourism were seen as opportunities for developing tourism according to the interviewed
tourists instead of trying to join in beach and cruise tourism. Mass tourism is not wanted by the current tourist,
but small interventions to make the island more comfortable for spending time are wished. This is in line
with the proposed interventions in this research. These interventions are focused on making the island more
comfortable on a small scale, with developing the coastal area for example, the beach is given more comfort, due
to the lack of beach, seating possibilities were created to make the grass strip a beach too without the sand, also
in line with beach tourism development, but with a different small scale approach.
These facilities for more comfort together with developing historical tourism combined with a heritage trail lie
within these wants of the interviewed tourists in this research.

5.2 LIMITATIONS
5.2.1 LIMITED AMOUNT OF INTERVIEWS

In the landscape narrative research a limited amount of interviews have been conducted, of which the results
represent the local people of St. Eustatius. A larger group of participants could have lead to a larger validity of
the results, but due to time limits this was not feasible.
5.2.2 AVAILABLE MAPS

Another limitation are the bases for design. There was a limited amount of data available that could be used
within the design part of this research, like precise maps of the area of focus were lacking. The available maps
were archaeologists’ maps of the different historic places containing rough sketches and measurements. These
needed to be combined into one base map functioning as the base for drawing the designs together with own
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measurements and interpretations conducted during the landscape analysis. This means that the designs should
not be taken as blueprints. They are largely not based on precise measurements, but on estimations. The designs
should be seen as inspiration of what the area could look like, with further research and precise measurements
needed for the next step in detailing the designs.
5.2.3 THE ROLE OF THE TRAIL AS AN IGNITER FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

It is beyond the scope of this research to examine the side effects of the heritage trail design, like for example in
erosion controll. Some measurements are proposed like planting Vetiver grasses against erosion, and ideas for
practicing agriculture against erosion. For knowing if this works, further research will be needed.

5.3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
It is interesting to further investigate the role of the trail for developing the area and the other important issues
of erosion controll in this area. How can erosion be controlled at the island and how can measurements be
combined with future tourism developments?
Another interesting follow-up research will be to research the possiblities of cultivating crops again at the island.
If this needs to be done by traditional agriculture techniques that are known for the island or that new techniques
like for example permaculture are effective to use.
As proposed making a food forest can be an option for reliving the narrative of fruithunting, but agriculture
and orchards may also protect the island against further erosion that is a severe threat to coral reefs around the
island.
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6

CONCLUSION

This research started with questioning the approach to worldwide heritage trail design of focusing on tangible
heritage. Intangible heritage seemed to be a neglected value that had the possibility to be incorporated in
heritage trail design to help in maintaining community identity. This is researched by zooming in to the case of
the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius. The question that is answered in this research is the following:
How can intangible heritage be expressed in spatial design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail at St. Eustatius?
The first step in expressing intangible heritage was researching the intangible heritage through the landscape
narrative research method. Intangible heritage stories from the local people were found as well as intangible
heritage stories attached to tangible remains by interviewing historical experts. Local people do not relate to
the tangible remains, but are attached to their personal memories of the past and experiences and current use
attached to the places of the Golden Rock Heritage Trail area. Many intangible heritage stories were collected
and a new place of importance to the local people arose, mostly from recent past stories. Historical experts were
mostly telling and writing about the stories attached to the tangible remains from the Golden Rock period.
The design for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail, based on the results of the landscape narrative research, lets the
visitor experience the intangible heritage stories, by giving the possibility of stepping into the footsteps of the
different characters, that are made visible through spatial design, focused on the intangible heritage stories of
the local people. Also the tangible remains are incorporated in the trail by giving the visitor information on the
history of that specific place.
The place designs make visible the intangible heritage stories and create the setting for experiencing the
intangible heritage stories. Also the different parts a good leisure landscape contains like routes, facilities and
activities helped in creating the right setting in spatial design.
Compared to the approach of the Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail, incorporate the obtained intangible
heritage in design for Golden Rock Heritage Trail as proposed in the thesis by making it visible through spatial
design. However, the tangible remains that are the focus point of the Proposal for the Golden Rock Heritage Trail
are also important to maintain and incorporate as part of the heritage trail.
New knowledge within the field of landscape architecture shows the possibilities of making visible intangible
heritage stories related to heritage trail design and moreover the significance of involving landscape architecture
in heritage trail design. The results show moreover the significance for the local people to incorporate intangible
heritage regarding to maintaining community identity. That requires incorporating intangible heritage in
heritage trail design that is possible through a landscape narrative approach based design making visible
intangible heritage resulting in the heritage trail from below from a bottom-up approach.
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1 APPENDIX
1 LOWER TOWN

1A PIER LOWER TOWN

Yes, I go to the bay.

We used to go fishing at the large pier, the pier was so long

Lower Town is more tourism like Smoke Alley and the Old

that it gave the possibility to catch different fish than ashore.

Gin House.

This was another passtime.

Sometimes people go to the beach there, people pick places

There was a pier, a very long pier very deep in the ocean.

to go. At the weekend, people gang up in a group at the beach

In the years of about 1975, there was still the large pier at

of Lower Town; you buy this, I buy that, you buy this. There

Lower Town where the small cruise ships, with about 30

is eating and drinking.

people on board, moored, so the tourists could visit Statia.

Lower Town was commercial, it was the place to be. The
main place to be, people from Holland coming there.
In Lower Town, a lot of palm trees used to be there, but now I
wouldn’t say we have palm trees.
Lower Town is now mostly people lying on the beach. Also
the tourists find the black sand interesting.
What is now done in Lower Town, used to take place at the
beach behind Smoke Alley (huge picknicks with Eastern).
We also went swimming at the Stuco site, there was still
beach, now everything changed, climate change.
Lower Town was very commercialized, not anymore, we have
the hotels but.... It could come alive again, that would be nice.
In the years of about 1975, there was still the large pier at
Lower Town where the small cruise ships, with about 30
people on board, moored, so the tourists could visit Statia. It was in those times that Lower Town was very much
developed, there was the ‘Statia beautification project’, which
encompassed the beautification of Statia by means of making
benches, clean Statia up, planting and maintaining trees and
plants. Also in Lower Town the beautification project was
active.
Lower Town was full of palm trees, flowers, bushes with
flowers, but it was also more open than now because of lower
and smaller bushes. It was also pretty because of the tourists
coming, there was a goal to keep it pretty, but the beach was
less abundant by then. Almost all the palm trees died because
of the bactery. And Lower Town is not maintained anymore
as it was in those days. Alsy by then there was a large archaeological research project in Lower Town. They mapped all the
ruins in Lower Town, also the under water ruins.
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2 GODET

3 BENNERS

There was the cotton house there, it is still there, sugar, tobac-

The plantation we call it Benders.

co was right there.

People do not go there because it are cemeteries, burrials over

Is it private? The house? I think somebody bought it. In the

there.

past we used to have a picnick there, up by the house, the

Godet and Benners, they used to call it ‘The Farm’, Dutch

Godet. People were living there, there is a building, there are

farmer used to come there. Farms, shops, sites where they

no people there right now.

had in 1700/1800 slave plantations, Smoke Alley area, people

Around the King’s Well you can cross Godet and come under

who had leprosy at the area, some of the areas were connect-

the hill to the house where the boss is living.

ed to each other. There are ruins there. Over the years there

Godet and Benners, they used to call it ‘The Farm’, Dutch

were a lot of hurricanes which cause a lot of damage in the

farmer used to come there. Farms, shops, sites where they

plantation areas. In the area up to 1950’s, still a lot of Dutch

had in 1700/1800 slave plantations, Smoke Alley area, people

farmers coming, there were shops, farming. One of the hous-

who had leprosy at the area, some of the areas were connect-

es was bought for the terminal. I like to explore, but because

ed to each other. There are ruins there. Over the years there

of the bees and anything that can happen to you, I do not go

were a lot of hurricanes which cause a lot of damage in the

there. It is a nice area, you can have a beautiful view. They

plantation areas. In the area up to 1950’s, still a lot of Dutch

had a well. The well was for drinking water.

farmers coming, there were shops, farming. One of the houses was bought for the terminal. I like to explore, but because

Benners, Schotsenhoek plantation over there. There was a

of the bees and anything that can happen to you, I do not go

lepre colony over there, a pre-colombian site and plantations.

there. It is a nice area, you can have a beautiful view. They

There was something called a gut. Billy gut.

had a well. The well was for drinking water.
I saw pictures there was a pretty amount of palmtrees and
Benners, Schotsenhoek plantation over there. There was a

thombs. I remember seeing this thomb it was of a master, and

lepre colony over there, a pre-colombian site and plantations.

there were all other locations where slaves were burried and

There was something called a gut. Billy gut.

it was strange to see that a master and his slaves were burried

My sister told me I used to run very fast over the beach at the

attached to this area it said something. 3 Or 4 thombs down

Godet side , to the sea because the sand was so very hot.

there. It had one from an old governor, Heyliger. There were

We used to go fuithunting as a kid in the Godet area. By then

some pretty thombs, there was one very nice big slab of mar-

there was no junkfood as we know it now, the junkfood was

ble. They say that once you see a lot of thombs with marble it

the fruit. A lot of people went when it was still accessible by

says something about the wealth.

beach.

Benners, I am not too sure about the Benners. There is a
leprosy place.

There used to be more agriculture in the area, a lot of banana
trees.
There were palm trees but because of a bactery they died.

There used to be ghost stories about Benners: parents told
their children not to go there because of the ghost of Benners

At the Godet site there used to be a large beach.
Also at the Godet site, behind the lazarretto, there was a
lagoon formed by the hurricane. People went fishing there,
fish and shrimp and there were even plans to turn this lagoon
into a harbor.
Long after the leper colony closed it was still a place for people to not come anymore, to stay away from.
Police horses used to graze at the Godet meadow.
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5 BEACH BEHIND SMOKE ALLEY

As a kid we used to go picnicking behind Smoke Alley

The beach behind Smoke Alley I think it is burried. The one

Especially with Eastern there were huge picnicks, what is now

up by the power plant is more better, it’s more shallow.

done in Lower Town, used to take place over there.

Years, years back I used to go there to the beach.
It was the main beach.
The beach was used for shipping. There was an old abandoned wharf.
The whole beach used to be wide beach, all was beach in the
past. This beach was like Zeelandia, people went to the beach.
No, I haven’t been in the area since 2000/2005.
The whole thing was connected, more than a mile long walking along the coast.
Definitely it was a good location for families, a private spot,
sand, playing in the water. I remember it had a lot of sand,
it was endless. It was a pleasure to play hide and seek in the
sand, built castles in the sand, because there was so much
sand. Over the years it had a lot of erosion, a lot of damaging.
From my childhood, you see a large place of sand.
Well the main problem with children from our generation is
there is a memory the area they called dundock, everybody
used to go there to picnic, good shade in the area, but mostly

By then you could walk along the entire beach area, it was all
connected, now that is not possible anymore. It was a nice
area to swim, there were not many rocks, now it all changed.
As kids we just went to the beach as a group, without adult
supervision, that was still possible in those times. This all
changed. Being at and in the sea and hiking for fruit were
huge passtimes.
Yes, people went picnicking at the beach.
No there is nothing happening here.
There is a beach of Smoke Alley.
There used to be a beach all the way to the place where
NuStar is located nowadays.
People used to go there for picnicking, going to the beach.
There were palm trees but because of a bactery they died.
At the Godet site there used to be a large beach. We used to
go there with the whole family, and also other families went
to this beach. The beach was so wide, endless. People went
there for a bbq, it was so close by. We used to run very fast
over the beach because of the heat of the sand.
I used to play in the fort as a child, it was in our backyard, a
real fort.

the terminal owns the area now so it is now more remembered as a place of the terminal area. People went there for
looking for coconut, hiking.
5A PLAYING AT THE SHIP THAT WASHED ASHORE
Once I walked all along the beach, from Lower Town all the

People used to go there, children. Past the Smoke Alley area,

way to the white house, but when arriving at the white house,

there used to be a ship, it ran ashore in a hurricane. A lot of

a dog started barking so we were scared and ran away back

kids used to go there, to explore the ship, it was very big and

over the beach.

high. They took the ship down for the metal. It was a place,
something different, a large ship, staying there for years. It

My sister told me I used to run very fast over the beach at the

was a nice cool area because the ship was blocking the sun. A

Godet side, to the sea because the sand was so very hot.

lot of people used to go and hang out there.
There used to be a ship at the beach where children played.
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5B SLIDING OFF SANDYBANK

3 SCHOTSENHOEK ‘THE FARM’

There used to be, as we called it, the sandybank, we used to

Godet and Benners, they used to call it ‘The Farm’, Dutch

climb it and slide down with carton boxes, like other do in

farmers used to come here.

the snow, we did in the sand.

There was ‘The Farm’, which now NuStar owns.

The sandybank, we used to go down there.

Schotsenhoek there used to be a farm, where the oil terminal

Yes yes, more often, more often. Around here we had a big

is now.

heap of sand and we used to run up and down, up and down.
Up and down the sand and then swim, ooh it was fun, it was
fun. Now for the terminal everything is flattened. The company there changed everything.

Schotsenhoek is in the opposite side of that, just behind there
At Schotsenhoek there was ‘The Farm’, and the first supermarket of Statia.

5C LAGOON
There was a small lake, a lot of fishes were there, it was like a
pond, but everything changed.

4 POWDER HOUSE

They used to catch fish, a lagoon. The same ship made a la-

Powder house, I think they used to store powder. That’s why

goon. A nice place to cool out. They had plans over the years

they called it powder house.

to make the lagoon into a harbor.
Also at the Godet site, behind the lazarretto, there was a
lagoon formed by the hurricane. People went fishing there,
fish and shrimp and there were even plans to turn this lagoon
into a harbor.

6 SMOKE ALLEY
I used to go to this place, Smoke Alley. It used to have like
happy hour, dancing, but it is closed now.
Lower Town is more tourism like Smoke Alley and the Old
Gin House.
Yes Smoke Alley. Because, the whole area down here used to
be a shopping centre with shops and people from different
nationalities who sell the goods. The name of Smoke Alley:
a lot of people used to smoke cigarettes, that is why it was
called Smoke Alley, it was really smokey.
Smoke Alley? The beach of Smoke Alley? If I know anyhting
about it? No, all I know is that we swim there.
Smoke Alley.. There is the curve to go to the harbor.
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B GOLDEN ROCK

A SELF-SUFFICIENT LIFE

In the sixteenth and seventeenth century we had 75 farmers

There was the cotton house there, it is still there, sugar, tobac-

on the island who were planting cotton, coffee, coco, black

co was right there.

tea, sugar, we had a factory. So in the past it was different

After the Golden Rock period there came other farmers and

than now. You had more people, that is different, you had

started planting. That’s how Statia made it. In the eighties it

20.000 people. Trade, that is why they called it the Golden

stopped, 79 it was the last trip.

Rock, it was rich and that is why 365 Jews were living here.

Than we had in the 1800/1950’s, used to export a lot of prod-

Because it was a quiet place and they feel like if I come here,

ucts to Curacao, St. Maarten, St. Kitts, Virgin Islands. The

I can make it. After all of that Rodney came to the island. He

fishermen catched the Jacks to support their families to St.

checked out what was going on on the island, he stripped the

Kitts and St. Maarten. After the colonial times farming, they

Jews, took their money and went to St. Kitts. The Fench and

had farming and livestock, it was more like a way of survival.

the Dutch were after him.

Some men went abroad and left their families to find jobs.

Godet and Benners, they used to call it the farm, Dutch farmer used to come there. Farms, shops, sites where they had in

For some time it was the main culture of Statia, coconuts,

1700/1800 slave plantations.

coconut oil, jelly, traditional pastries, food, water, eventually
also for trade. Export a lot of pineapple, meat, juice, beef.

Lower Town was commercial, it was the place to be. The
main place to be, people from Holland coming there.

The marble for cotton and rolling is good, very smooth. It
was a nice smooth stone. We had a little one, it was like cut

Benners, Schotsenhoek plantation over there. There was a

onions, boil egg just slice it down, nice to chop things. They

lepre colony over there, a pre-colombian site and plantations.

don’t crumble. On the island you see a lot of marble. People
back then were rich.

I saw pictures there was a pretty amount of palmtrees and

There used to be more agriculture in the area, a lot of banana

thombs. I remember seeing this thomb it was of a master, and

trees.

there were all other locations where slaves were burried and
it was strange to see that a master and his slaves were burried

On saturdays there used to be a market at the Wilhelmina-

attached to this area it said something. 3 Or 4 thombs down

park where people were selling products, the butcher was

there. It had one from an old governor, Heyliger. There were

selling meat, so one day a butcher, now this is the other way

some pretty thombs, there was one very nice big slab of mar-

around. By then everything of the animal was used.

ble. They say that once you see a lot of thombs with marble it
says something about the wealth.

There used to be sweet potatoes, yams, fig trees, lots of them.
Life was simple those days and life was much better. We were
having own fruit and no junkfood full of pesticide which
causes illnessess nowadays. The life was with a large family in
a small house. Father was fishing and working the land and
mother was taking care of the house and the children. They
had tools for baking and making cassave and cassave bread,
to make own ice cream, to slice cheese, to work with the
donkeys on the land, eat from the gourds. They had sweet potatoes, yams, pineapple, mango, cashew, peanuts, corn, tomatoes, sugar cane. And the life was simple and children were
growing up careless without stress and the parents neither.
There was a well for the water at the end of the plantation.
People were helping eachother, giving each other food.
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Before television we used to sit down and tell stories.

G PICNICKING
Everybody used to go there to picnick.

I do plant, own tomatoes, peppers, sweet pepper, eggplants.

As a kid we used to go picnicking behind Smoke Alley. Espe-

It is a good idea to teach the children to do the same so we

cially with Eastern there were huge picnicks.

don’t have to depend too much.Before they used to plant

Yes, people went picnicking at the beach.

sweet potatoes and yams and export them to Curacao and St.
Maarten, but now we don’t have that anymore. It’s not possible because of the animals that are walking everywhere destroying the plants and the trees. Also a lot of trees that were
there have become old. Long ago there was wells, to provide
the water for the plantions, they are not used anymore.
When it rains the time before we used to be glad because

People used to go there for picnicking, going to the beach.
People went there for a bbq.
Inthe past we used to have a picnick there, up by the house,
the Godet.
At the weekend, people gang up in a group at the beach of
Lower Town; you buy this, I buy that, you buy this. There is
eating and drinking.

it’s filling up you cistern. So you have water to use. All those
years we lived depending on the cistern because we didn’t
have no water lines. We have a good god. It always rains. And
when your cistern is very big it holds a lot of water. There’s
a rainy season and a dry season. During dry season you are
careful with water so it lasts untill the rainy season. But now
we have water. But there are times that water is up, and when
you don’t have the cistern you have a problem. I always boil
the water from the cistern before using, to kill the bacteria.
But we have lives all our lives with that, we boil the water and
it never gave us harm.
What they do is they dig a hole and a pipe, and water goes
down in there, very deep. It never gets full, the water would
go into the earth. When its full they would cover that one and
dig a next hole. I think that puts nutrients into the earth as a
fertilizer. And that’s why everything used to grow so beautifully. They still do it nowadays. Most of the time if you have
washing water of bathing water they have the trees and put
a pipe and the water goes on the plant. A big fruit tree like
mango tree, tamarind tree, banana tree, flower garden.
Some detergents come on the plants with the water, but some
detergents are good for the plants, keeps away insects.
The liquid you use for washing the dishes is very good for
when you get white bugs on the pepper plant or tomatoe
plant. You put it in a bottle, you shake it and put it on the
plant. It is good for the ants, it kills the ants instantly. And its
good because it is not a chemical.
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E CHANGE OF MENTALITY

People come together as family, even see for example you

As kids we just went to the beach as a group, without adult

come here, you’re not family, but people friendship people

supervision, that was still possible in those times. This all

consider you family and that is something that when a coun-

changed.

try is like that, the country prosper. But if you have everybody separated and pulling back you know the country will

Life used to be very different but everything changed. I lived

suffer. It is all slowly changing.

in America for several years and when I came back it was a
shock how Statia changed in that time. Now Statia gets the

So for example let me say she is not my aunt she is not my

worst food from America, there is no choice to choose better

grandmother but if she is my mothers friend you will call her

food.

aunty and sometimes you dont know her real name anymore

And the life was simple and children were growing up care-

all you know is aunty, those are Statia memories. You know

less without stress and the parents neither. Now everything

the best memories all loving together.

changed into a life of junkfood and strange rules.
Statia changed a lot, everything is about the dollar now.

When one person is sick the whole of Statia is sick. Everyone

If things would come back, not everything, but if some of the

would come out to support. When there is a funeral every-

things would come back of how Statia was before.
Statia has changed.
Yes, it could be done (produce on the island), us have to take
the initiative.
If you have to wait on the government to give you ok it’s very
stressing and discouraging. I think that is why a lot of things
aren’t that on Statia, like before in the 1800/1900 people
would just open a shop. You didn’t have to get a permit of the
government, folks had a lot of shops, less barriers. It helped
the person, it helped the government. I think that is happening right now, a lot of barriers.
People have a problem with us having houses. I want to
extend on my house, I sent for a permit and it is now 4 years
ago and I am not having any answer. They just forget about
it. It makes you want to run out of your own country. And
sometimes you feel that is what they want. In the past it
was not like that. You had you land, just built your shop or
whatever, my dad had a shop in supplies. He did not need a
permit to do that.
It is live fast, fastfood, today everything is quick quick. Folks
of out there find it here boring, we dont have much nightlife
here, only nature, so they would say there is nothing to do
here. But we live here and there is a lot to do for us.
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body goes to the funeral to show respect and love.
People now don’t have the time anymore to focus and don’t
care anymore. Disciplin and respect, do the same thing back.
That’s us, that’s supposed to be us. We want to remain like
that. It started to change a lot you can feel it. There are ones
who still want to remain and take the initiative. When you
pass by I say good morning, good afternoon. But sometimes
strangers coming to the island you pass by and looking to
them to say hi, even if you do it, no answer and that is what
changed.
If somebody fallen, everybody would be eager to help and get
him on the feet and that is how its supposed to be, you know
people supposed to be humble in heart.
But things changing and sometimes rapidly.

C NUSTAR

D DIFFERENT PLANT AND TREE SPECIES DISAPPEARED

The one (beach) up by the power plant is more better, it’s

In these areas we had a lot of palm trees, on pictures from

more shallow.

way back. In Lower Town a lot of palm trees used to be there,

The plantation we call it Benders. Sold the property to the

but now I wouldn’t say we have plamtrees. They had a disease

terminal. Local people do not come there anymore voluntari-

that killed the palm trees. Stenapa is doing something about

ly. The company took it over so you cannot go there anymore,

it. Local individuals planted coconut trees to preserve the

they dump garbage and everything there so you cannot go.

area, we had the perfect soil for coconut trees. For some time

It is a private place. There is a fence, you cannot go there no

it was the main culture of Statia, coconuts, coconut oil, jelly.

more because of the terminal.
One of the houses was bought for the terminal.

I remember when I walk on the island, in the past they had

There was the farm, which now NuStar owns. They want

a lot of coconut trees. There used to be a lot of date trees, we

to just pick up the bones of the cemeteries and put them

lost the trees. Over the years so many hurricanes and storms,

somewhere else, but that is not how it should be, people are

a lot of droughts, so trees died. A lot of drought, then a lot of

burried on that place.

rain, it is causing a lot of rotting damage. Termites, lize.
I remember there were a lot of different plant and tree species

NuSTAR may be causing poisoning of the wells which were

behind Smoke Alley.

always important for Statia for drinking water.

There used to be lots of coconut trees, but they all disap-

Schotsenhoek there used to be a farm, where the oil terminal

peared. People are blaming the cattle, but they are always

is now.

seeking the cause of the problem somewhere else, people

Mostly the terminal owns the area now so it is now more re-

should just do beautification, it is their own fault. It are

membered as a place of the terminal area. People went there

excuses of what their supposed to do. And there is a lack of

for looking for coconut, hiking.

knowledge in maintaining, and not wanting to spend money

We had a big heap of sand. Now for the terminal everything

on it.

is flattened. The company there changed everything.

There were palm trees but because of a bactery they died.

There used to be a beach all the way to the place where
NuStar is located nowadays.
Tanks in the farm.
H HURRICANES AND EROSION
Over the years there were a lot of hurricanes which caused a

Lower Town was full of palm trees, flowers, bushes with
flowers, but it was also more open than now because of lower
and smaller bushes.
Almost all t he palm trees died because of the bactery.

lot of damage in the pantation areas.
Over the years it had a lot of erosion, a lot of damaging.
Over the years so many hurricanes and storms, a lot of
droughts, so trees died.
Past the Smoke Alley area, there used to be a ship, it ran
ashore in a hurricane.
People are not taking care themselves about replanting or
rebuilding after hurricanes, who should do it? People should
take care themselves.
Also at the Godet site, behind the lazarretto, there was a
lagoon formed by the hurricane.
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J RUINS, COLONIAL PAST REMAINS

F TOURISM AT STATIA

There are ruins there. Some of the ruins are nice structures,

Lower Town is more tourism like Smoke Alley and the Old

the top part was wooden.

Gin House.
A trail could be done.

I saw pictures there was a pretty amount of palmtrees and

Also the tourists find the black sand interesting.

thombs. I remember seeing this thomb it was of a master, and

There used to come a lot of windjammers with tourists who

there were all other locations where slaves were burried and

were coming for the day.

it was strange to see that a master and his slaves were burried
attached to this area it said something. 3 Or 4 thombs down

Heritage trail is a very nice project, to keep the past alive, that

there

is important.

It had one from an old governor, Heyliger. There were some

Statia is like an open air museum.

pretty thombs, there was one very nice big slab of marble.
My aunt had one for cotton rolling. They say that once you
see a lot of thombs with marble it says something about the
wealth. Some of them have cracks from heavy earthquakes,
the jewish stones.

Sometimes there were 500 tourists, that is way too much, no
mass tourism on Statia.
Tourism developments are good, but no mass tourism.
When you are on vacation there’s not much to do, you can see

I (STUDENTS) RESEARCH

all the sites in one day, maybe half a day, unless you take your

We used to dig in all of that area, we had students to come

time to really absorp it.

from eighties to late nineties to dig out the whole of Statia for

In the years of about 1975, there was still the large pier at

researching.

Lower Town where the small cruise ships, with about 30

Most of the time students come and do their research and

people on board, moored, so the tourists could visit Sta-

have ideas of what could be done but they don’t reconnect

tia. It was in those times that Lower Town was very much

it into action and that’s bad. You don’t see anyhting. They’re

developed, there was the ‘Statia beautification project’, which

just saying what could be done, but it maybe also depends on

encompassed the beautification of Statia by means of making

our government to put it into being. And then also we need

benches, clean Statia up, planting and maintaining trees and

money, because it cannot be done without money. So a lot of

plants. Also in Lower Town the beautification project was

things, your mind can think, unless someone on their own

active.

wants to do it, do that as their own project, you generate you
money from where ever and you will do it for Statia. I don’t

Lower Town was full of palm trees, flowers, bushes with

have the capability to do it, maybe someone else. It’s a waste

flowers, but it was also more open than now because of lower

of time. I hope something can be done instead of just coming

and smaller bushes. It was also pretty because of the tourists

and seeing and knowing what can be done and not put that

coming, there was a goal to keep it pretty, but the beach was

into action. I think it all depends on us Statians also. But then

less abundant by then.

the government, if someone wants to do something you first
have to go to the government, they have to give you a permit,
and sometimes it takes so long before you get a permit from
the government.

N YOUTH
We used to have a careless youth, no parents needed for
supervision.
Life was simple and children were growing up careless without stress and the parents neither.
The kids were well raised and had a good youth. They were
raised to be independent.
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K NO, I DON’T KNOW
I don’t know about these places because I didn’t grow up here,
I grew up on Aruba.
No, I don’t know about these places, you should ask tourism
office or museum.
Benners, Godet, no
I really don’t know. Maybe you can ask the gentleman
upstairs maybe he can give you more information. You can
get information at the tourist office or by the monuments
foundation, he says that’s the best information you will get.
For stories you should ask the older people.
L WELLS FOR WATER
They had a well. The well was for drinking water.
NuSTAR may be causing poisoning of the wells which were
always important for Statia for drinking water.
There was a well for the water at the end of the plantation.
Long ago there was wells, to provide the water for the plantations. They are not used anymore.

M JUNKFOOD VS FRUIT
Food from somewhere else is more cheap, it turned the country backwards.
We used to go fruithunting as a kid in the Godet area. By
then there was no junkfood as we know it now, the junkfood
was the fruit.
Now Statia gets the worst food from America, there is no
choice to choose better food.
Life was simple those days and life was much better. We were
having own fruit and no junkfood full of pesticide which
causes illnessess nowadays.
Now everything changed into a life of junkfood.
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The Heritage trail from below tells the story
of making visible the intangible heritage
stories at St. Eustatius in the Golden Rock
Heritage Trail design. Step into the footsteps
of the picnicker, the slider off sandybank,
the pirate, the fruithunter and the slave
and plantation owner for experiencing the
intangible heritage stories the island hid.
Marieke van Zuiden
+31612123167
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